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QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
Wednesday 18th November, 2015
THE ASSEMBLY met at 2:00 p.m.
(THE SPEAKER in the Chair)
PRAY E R S
****

MR SPEAKER (MR MOLATLHEGI): Order! Order! Honourable Members, good afternoon. I hope you are all
ready to start, let us start with questions.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
AMOUNT OF MONEY SPENT BY GOVERNMENT ON PRIVATE TERTIARY EDUCATION
ANNUALLY SINCE 2012
MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH): asked the Minister of Education and Skills Development:-

(i) how much Government has spent on private tertiary education annually since 2012;
(ii) how much was paid annually to tertiary institutions such as;
(a) Ba Isago University College;
(b) Botho University;
(c) Limkokwing University; and
(d) Gaborone Institute for Professional Studies (GIPS);
(iii) whether Government is satisfied with the value of education offered by such institutions;
(iv) how often inspections are done in such institutions to ensure compliance; and
(v) when was the last inspection done to the respective institutions by the Botswana Qualifications Authority.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Mr Speaker,
(i) My Ministry spent the following amounts towards tuition in private tertiary education since 2012:
Year

1

2

3

2012/13

2013/14

2014/15

Total Amount
Spent (Pula)

P557 658
561.25

P657 998
745.41

P751 173
884.87

Individual Institutions

Amount Paid Annually

Baisago University College

P42,431,240.50

Botho University

P149,095,922.00

Gaborone Institute of Professional
Studies

P110,816,587.55

Limkokwing University of Creative
Technology

P114,499,014.20

Baisago University College

P51,424,801.90

Botho University

P138,783,752.25

Gaborone Institute of Professional
Studies

P110,856,039.95

Limkokwing University of Creative
Technology

P138,687,074.21

Baisago University College

P88,636,772.80

Botho University
Gaborone Institute of Professional
Studies
Limkokwing University of Creative
Technology

P171,240,719.15
P97,098,561.20
P98,350,579.12
Hansard No 181
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QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

however be noted that “Quality is a moving target”. It
is for this reason that the quality assurance principle
adopted by the Botswana Qualifications Authority
(BQA) is that of continuous improvement. Individual
Institutions are therefore encouraged to continuously
work on the quality of their programmes to meet the
changing needs of the economy. All the institutions
referred to offer programmes that are in line with
the needs of the country. All these institutions offer
programmes that were quality assured either through
the programme approval process or accreditation by the
BQA.
(iii) Mr Speaker, The BQA Act provides for Tertiary
Education Institutions audit rather than inspection.
The audit cycle is 3 to 5 years depending on the
duration of the course.
(iv) Lastly, the quality assurance institutional audits
by the Botswana Qualifications Authority (both
the immediate past and the next scheduled) for the
institutions in question are as follows; for:
Institution

Due date (Next visit)

Baisago

Date of last
visit
June 2014

Botho

August 2015

25th June 2016

GIPS

November
2014
February 2015

16 September 2016

Limkokwing

20th April 2017

th

20th October 2016

I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: After such a long answer?
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Speaker, thank you
Honourable Minister. Honourable Minister, if indeed
government is happy with the value of education
offered by these institutions, why is it that the many
graduates that are unemployed, are actually from these
institutions?
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, it will take an extensive
research to ascertain the question as posed. Thank you.
MR LELATISITSWE: Supplementary. I just wanted
to ask the Honourable Minister to maybe explain the
concept where he says quality is a moving target.
MR MOLAO: In simple terms, it would mean that as
the economy grows and as we grow as people, things
change and therefore they should also evaluate and
change the courses to suit the moving target or the
changing times. Thank you.
MR LELATISITSWE: Supplementary.
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MR SPEAKER: No, I had said that was the last one.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Further supplementary.
MR SPEAKER: I had said it was the last one.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You did not say that.
ENGAGEMENT OF THE DEFENCE FORCE
RESERVE SINCE THE INCEPTION OF THE
BOTSWANA DEFENCE FORCE
MR K. MZWINILA (MMADINARE): asked the
Minister of Defence, Justice and Security:-a. To state
the number of occasions and in the contexts in which
the whole or part of the Defence Force Reserve has
been employed or deployed since the inception of the
Botswana Defence Force;
b. If the Defence Force Reserve has the capacity and
expertise to be engaged in assisting with law enforcement
and in humanitarian assignments; and
c. Whether the Defence Force Reserve can be employed
or deployed to be engaged in assisting with law
enforcement and on humanitarian assignments instead
of the Regular Force.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Mr Speaker,

AND

The Botswana Defence Force (BDF) Reserve has never
been activated since the inception of the Botswana
Defence Force because of the unsustainable high
operational and administrative costs, and also because
of the fact that there has never been any need to activate
such a force so far. However, in 2010, a small Volunteer
Force was activated to assist in anti-poaching activities.
The Volunteer Force was subsequently disbanded
because of having achieved its mission.
Mr Speaker, the mandate of the BDF is the defence
of the territorial integrity of Botswana whereas law
enforcement is the purview of the Botswana Police
Service. It is not my Ministry’s priority currently
to activate and/or engage a reserve force for law
enforcement. My priority is to ensure that the Botswana
Police Service is capacitated in terms of manpower,
transport and all the necessary equipment for the
fulfilment of its mandate. That notwithstanding, the BDF
is fully engaged in anti-poaching activities and that it
also provides, as per need, the support to the Botswana
Police in crime prevention and border security patrols
and in providing disaster relief interventions. I thank
you Mr Speaker.
MR MZWINILA: Supplementary. Thank you
Honourable Speaker. Honourable Minister, the regular
force is used in the present moment to assist the police;

Wednesday 18th November, 2015
can the reserve force not be used instead given the
operational expediency of using those ones reserved
rather than those who are preparing for war in the
regular force? Thank you.
MR KGATHI: If I can activate it then chances are that
a lot of you in this Parliament will end up inside. On a
serious note Mr Speaker, I think the support that they
are providing currently is still adequate and if there is
any need that arises we shall determine that accordingly.
STATE OF ACCOMODATION FOR THE
AGRICULTURAL SCIENTIFIC OFFICER IN
MOSU
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked
the Minister of Agriculture if he is aware that the
Agricultural Scientific officer in Mosu uses the house
that he/she resides in as an office and that the house is
not electrified even though the village is covered by the
grid; if so:-

(i) is this arrangement acceptable; if not,
(ii) when will this be rectified; and
(iii) when will the house be electrified.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF AGRICULTURE
(MR AUTLWETSE): Mr Speaker, I am aware that the
Agricultural Scientific officer in Mosu is accommodated
in an LA 2 house (2 bedroomed house). However, the
Officer does not use the house he resides in as an office.
(ii) The use of one of the rooms of the house he resides
in was stopped in September 2014 when the officer
was issued an office at S & CD building.
(iii) Both the office and the dwelling house are
electrified. I thank you.
LACK OF SUITABLE GROUNDS FOR
TEACHING AND COACHING OF PHYSICAL
EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS AT MOOKAMI
JUNIOR SECONDARY SCHOOL
MR A.S KESUPILE (KANYE SOUTH): asked the
Minister of Education and Skills Development if she is
aware that Mookami Junior Secondary School in Kanye
does not have suitable grounds for the teaching and
coaching of Physical Education, sports and athletics and
that the present ground is on a slope and is heavy with
rocks which makes it impossible to maintain it; if so:-

(i) will she consider creating an all-weather surface
on the present ground to cater for volleyball and
netball activities; and

(ii) when will she search for an area suitable for

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER
proper grounds for Physical Education and other
sports and athletic activities.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): Mr
Speaker, my Ministry is aware that there is no suitable
ground for physical education at Mookami Junior
Secondary School. Currently netball and other sporting
activities are conducted using external facilities. At the
present moment our budget does not allow for erection
of an all-weather ground at the school.
(ii) The request to search for a suitable ground is noted
and we have instructed our Regional Operations
Office to seek suitable land through the Land
Board. I think you Mr Speaker.
SITE FOR THE DISPOSING OF RUBBLE AND
GARDEN WASTE IN GABORONE
MR H.G NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Local Government and Rural
Development if there is any site for the disposing of
rubble and garden waste in Gaborone; if so, where.
ASSISTANT
MINISTER
OF
LOCAL
GOVERNMENT AND RURAL DEVELOPMENT
(MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN): Mr Speaker, there
is no site that is designated for the disposal of rubble and
garden waste in Gaborone. Currently Gaborone uses
the Ledumadumane barrow pits to dispose of rubble.
Gaborone City council issues permits free of charge to
enable waste collectors access to Ledumadumane burrow
pits (This arrangement is not only meant to dispose
of rubble but also to rehabilitate the Ledumadumane
burrow pits).
Garden waste at the other hand is disposed of at
Gamodubu landfill site. (Just like domestic waste
garden waste cannot be used to rehabilitate the burrow
pits hence the only option is to take it to the Landfill
site).
Thank you.
MR NKAIGWA: Supplementary. Thank you Mr
Speaker, as well as the Honourable Minister, I wanted
to find out if the Gaborone residents are aware that
the area is for rubble disposal. Furthermore how is it
managed, is there anyone monitoring what goes on at
the Ledumadumane burrow pit?
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: The former Mayor
would be in a better position to answer, but I will have
to go back and do more research from the City Council
to come and respond to that question. Thank you.
MR NKAIGWA: Further supplementary.
Hansard No 181
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MR SPEAKER: Last supplementary Honourable
Nkaigwa.
MR NKAIGWA: I am aware that you know Mr
Speaker, that this is a bothersome issue. Is it proper for
a place like Gaborone, with the current development
undergoing in the city, to be without a place designated
for the disposal of rubble?
MR VAN DER WESTHUIZEN: Mr Speaker, I have
already indicated that Ledumadumane Burrow Pits are
used to dispose of the rubble.
SPECIAL EDUCATION SCHOOLS TO CATER
FOR CHILDREN WITH SIGNS OF DYSLEXIA,
AUTISM OR MENTAL RETARDATION
MR K. MZWINILA (MMADINARE): asked the
Minister of Education and Skills Development:(i) if there are Special Education schools to cater for
children with signs of dyslexia, autism or mental
retardation; if so, where are they located; and
(ii) what is the ratio of Special Education teachers
and Educational Psychologists respectively, to
students who require specialised education.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Mr
Speaker, there are no special schools or units that cater
for children with Dyslexia/Learning Difficulties, instead
such children are placed in mainstream schools across
the country. There are teachers who have been appointed
as Heads of Department (Learning Difficulties) in each
primary school, the aim being that children with signs of
dyslexia be provided with remediation strategies to help
them cope during their learning. In addition, each school
with a unit has a Senior Teacher with Special Education
qualification. The Ministry expects 41 Teachers to
graduate from the University of Botswana in May 2016
with Bachelor’s Degree in Special Education.
Mr Speaker, learners with signs of autism are admitted
and catered for in Non-Governmental Organization
Centres (NGOs) such as Motswedi Rehabilitation Centre
in Mochudi, Annistine School in Molepolole, Tshidilo
Stimulation Centre in Maun, Sefhare Stimulation
Centre. Where such centres do not exist, autistic learners
are placed in units for Intellectual Disability.
Government provides Annual Grants (80 per cent of
Annual Recurrent Budget while NGO’s raise 20 per
cent of Annual Recurrent Budget) to assist centres in the
implementation of their programmes and this include
remuneration for staff, procurement of teaching and
learning materials, accommodation and feeding for
learners.
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Mr Speaker, there are thirty-seven (37) Special Education
Units attached to Government primary schools which
cater for Education and training for learners with
Mental Retardation/Intellectual Disabilities in the
whole country. Examples of these are Solomon Dihutso
in Mogoditshane, Nhake in Tsabong, Bakgatla in
Moshupa and Tonota Primary. These Units have a total
enrollment of one thousand two hundred and thirty nine
(1239) learners, one hundred and six (106) teachers, and
seventy-one (71) of these are specialists in the field of
Mental Retardation.
There are also twelve (12) Non-Governmental
Organizations offering stimulation/pre School
(including Camphill/Rankoromane in Otse, Cheshire
Foundation Botswana in Gaborone) to children with
signs of Mental Retardation. The enrolment for the
year 2015 is three hundred and one (301). The centres
have nineteen (19) teachers of which seven (7) are
specialists in the area of special education.
(i) What is the ratio of Special Education Teachers
and Educational Psychologists respectively, to
students who require specialized education?
Mr Speaker, staffing rations for Special Education is
as follows:
(a) 1:8 for learners with Hearing Impairment plus 1
Teacher Aide
(b) 1:8 for learners with Visual Impairment plus 2
Teacher Aides
(c) 1:10 for learners with Intellectual Disabilities/
Mental Retardation plus 2 Teacher Aides.
(d) Learners with Physical Disabilities without any of
the above types are expected to be included in the
mainstream schools. Those who have additional
disabilities are provided with Teacher Aides/
Support Staff in accordance with the severity of
their conditions. I thank you Mr Speaker.
MR MOLEFE: Supplementary. Thank you Mr Speaker.
Minister, my question is in relation to the response you
gave the Honourable Member, you have mentioned
that there are programmes found in primary schools,
my question is, what kind of a programme is used to
monitor the children with challenges like Dyslexia
at junior secondary schools, because they move from
primary to junior schools with some unable to write
their names? Thank you Mr Speaker.
MR MOLAO: I believe that as they grow up even
at junior schools we do cater for them in a similar
fashion, but I will have to reconfirm the proper
statistics.

Wednesday 18th November, 2015
STATUS OF LAWLESSNESS AT KHWEE
VILLAGE AND METSIAELA/BUUHE WARD IN
LETLHAKANE
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked
the Minister of Defence, Justice and Security:-

(i) to apprise this Honourable House on the status

of lawlessness at Khwee Village and Metsiaela/
Buuhe Ward in Letlhakane which resulted in the
loss of life in the past two (2) years;

(ii) to state strategies in place to address this anomaly;
(iii) how many, amongst the cases involved, were
because of negligence by law enforcement
officers; and

(iv) how many happened under the influence of
alcohol.

MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): Mr Speaker,

(i) I am not aware of any unprecedented lawlessness

at Khwee village and Metsiaela/Buuhe ward in
Letlhakane over the past two years. However,
there are incidents in which five (5) lives were lost
through violence at Khwee village. There are no
records of any cases that occurred at Metsiaela/
Buuhe ward during the period under reference.

(ii) The Botswana Police Service has crime prevention

strategies in place to address general crime in the
village. These include regular and intensified
mobile and foot patrols by police officers, police
volunteers and clusters, and regular raids targeting
violation of the Liquor Act, Traditional Beer
Regulations and Noise and Nuisance Regulations
amongst others.

QUESTIONS FOR ORAL ANSWER

(ii) what will happen to the infrastructure when it has
not been utilised for years;

(iii) how much loss Government will incur; and
(iv) if there are any plans by Government to assist

residents to fully connect and utilise the
infrastructure.

ACTING MINISTER OF MINERALS, ENERGY
AND WATER RESOURCES (MR MOLEFHI): Mr
Speaker,

(i) The project to carry out land servicing in Gaborone

North was carried out under the Ministry of
Environment, Wildlife and Tourism prior to the
implementation of Water Sector Reforms Project,
when wastewater services were still under the
Ministry of Local Government.

The project targeted areas which did not have a
centralised sewer reticulation system and were using
on site sanitation. This also included the SHHA areas
such as Gaborone West, Bontleng, Ginger to name but
a few.
In the case of Gaborone North, only bulk lines
were constructed. Tertiary reticulation would be the
responsibility of the land developers. It was anticipated
that the developers would also carry out the construction
of water supply infrastructure to their individual plots.
Water Utilities Corporation is only responsible for
the provision of primary infrastructure such as main
pipelines, pump stations and reservoirs. In this case the
available primary infrastructure for water connection is
the Northern Supply mainly along A1 road where some
developers in Gaborone North have already connected
to.

(iii) Mr Speaker, I am not aware of any case of loss

(ii) This infrastructure was developed with the full

SEWAGE INFRASTRUCTURE IN THE
GABORONE NORTH FARMS

WUC has already made approvals for some developers
to connect to the system. Therefore it is anticipated that
it will soon be in use.

of life recorded that came about as a result of
negligence by law enforcement officers. However,
I do confirm that excessive use of traditional beer
is common in Khwee village leading to acts of
violence some of which is directly linked to the
five (5) lives lost. I thank you Mr Speaker.

MR H. G. NKAIGWA (GABORONE NORTH):
asked the Minister of Minerals, Energy and Water
Resources:-

(i) to

state the rationale behind the sewerage
infrastructure in the Gaborone North farms when
there is no water infrastructure in the same place;

knowledge that there are no immediate sewer
connections to provide flows hence the system had
been provided with flush tanks which are flushed
regularly and pump stations are as well operated
for the same reason.

(iii) As there is no deterioration anticipated, there is no
need to speculate the costs.

(iv) There are currently no plans from my Ministry

to assist the residents of Gaborone North other
than what the Government has already done by
providing primary infrastructure. Benefits by the
Hansard No 181
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residents of Gaborone North can only take place
if the developers design and construct tertiary
reticulation to utilise the existing infrastructure. I
thank you Mr Speaker.
MR NKAIGWA: Thank you Mr Speaker. Thank you
Honourable Minister. Honourable Minister, I think I
was listening to your response. Do you not think it is
inconsistent with Government policy for the Ministry
of Environment, Wildlife and Tourism to construct the
sewer infrastructure and for the Ministry of Minerals,
Energy and Water Resources to deny residents an
opportunity for them to also construct the sewer for
them in terms of the primary infrastructure. In terms
of the normal connections yes, things can be done by
residents, but why is it that your Ministry is refusing
to connect the same primary infrastructure that was
connected by the Ministry of Environment, Wildlife and
Tourism. Lastly, according to your statistics, how many
people in Gaborone North are actually using sewerage
infrastructure that is being constructed? Thank you.
MR MOLEFHI: Thank you Mr Speaker. We would
have come prepared with the proper information if the
initial question required statistics. Like I have already
explained, the arrangement that the government and
Water Utilities have adopted is to bring on board all
the major pipes to all the developing areas and it will
be upon individual users to connect to their homes. We
cannot compare Phakalane to Gaborone North because
the arrangement in Phakalane was done by owner
of the cluster. That is why it was easier with them to
have access to services because the owner was able to
distribute them to all the users.
This arrangement was not done with Gaborone North
because those plots were sold individually by people
who initially owned that land. When they sold them,
they did not make any effort to check if land servicing
that was planned for the area would take services to
individual homes.
MR NKAIGWA: What you are simply saying
Honourable Minister is that, is it consistent with
government policy for the Ministry of Environment
to construct a primary sewerage infrastructure whilst
your Ministry of Energy does not consider doing the
same as it is with the government policy? Why would
the Ministry of Environment go ahead and construct a
primary infrastructure which your Ministry is refusing
to do the same for water infrastructure, and…
MR SPEAKER: Short question.
MR NKAIGWA: Are you happy as the Ministry to
be having people in the city drinking water from the
standpipe and without even the sewage connection?

10
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MR MOLEFHI: Mr Speaker, the situation that the
Honourable Member is talking about is not good and
the challenge is that those who were selling those
plots did not have proper arrangement that has been
undertaken by other land owners who ensured that the
land is serviced for the buyers. The arrangement should
be done with Water Utilities on how the services will be
paid once they are connected. For instance, in Mokolodi
they signed a contract with a certain company which
was responsible for connecting them with electricity
and water. That meant the users would be responsible
for paying the services for water and electricity.
I believe the owner of Gaborone North did not have a
proper arrangement in place to service the land before
occupants came in, that is why the situation is as is. I
believe if that arrangement can be followed, something
could be done about the situation just like it has been
done with others.
MR NKAIGWA: On a point of order. Mr Speaker, I
am rising on the point of order because the Honourable
Minister is not answering my question. My question is
if government policy prescribes that government needs
to construct the primary infrastructure in terms of the
water infrastructure in the Gaborone North, why can
the same not be done as they have already constructed
the primary infrastructure for sewerage? That is my
question. I am not asking about the history that we
know about Gaborone North, what transpired in order
for Gaborone North to be in the position it is right now.
I am talking about government policy.
MR SPEAKER: That is not a point of order. The House
is perfectly in order. That simply means you are not in
agreement with the answer you have just been given.
My advice to you is to meet privately with the Minister
so that you can deliberate more on the answer given so
that you have a better understanding. If you still have
questions, you will be at liberty to ask again and he will
answer.
STATUS OF THE PERIMETER FENCE AT
MMADINARE PRIMARY HOSPITAL
MR K. MZWINILA (MMADINARE):
Minister of Health if she is aware that:

asked the

(i) the perimeter fence at Mmadinare Primary

Hospital has fallen down in some parts and that
there is pervasive and perennial trespassing on the
facility which severely compromises patient and
staff security;

(ii) the Primary Hospital has serious transport

deficiencies as five (5) vehicles were boarded but
never replaced; if so,
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(iii) what is being done to address the above situations.

(Minister of Finance and Development Planning)

ASSISTANT MINISTER
MADIGELE):

STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO.49 OF 2015:
CUSTOMS AND EXCISE DUTY
(AMENDMENT OF SCHEDULE) (NO. 14)
NOTICE 2015.

OF

HEALTH

(DR

(i) Madam Speaker, I am aware that part of the
perimeter fence at Mmadinare Primary Hospital
has fallen down. My Ministry has authorized the
Bobonong District Health Management Team to
use its minor works vote to repair the fence. Work
is expected to be completed before the end of the
December 2015.
(ii) I am also aware that five (5) vehicles at Mmadinare
Primary Hospital were boarded and not replaced.
(iii) The hospital has since been allocated one (1)
ambulance and one (1) twin cab utility vehicle in
September 2015 to provide required services.
I thank you Mr Speaker.
UNAVAILABILITY OF PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING AT LETLHAKANE LABOUR
OFFICE
MR S. LELATISITSWE (BOTETI EAST): asked
the Minister of Labour and Home Affairs if he is aware
that the Labour Office in Letlhakane has not been
conducting mine inspections for the past 18 months due
to unavailability of protective clothing for the inspection
team; if so:-

(i) how has this affected labour related disputes in the
mines in Boteti East; and

(ii) when will the officers be provided with protective
clothing.

Later Date.
MR SPEAKER: Thank you Honourable Lelatisitswe.
Later date. Let us proceed to tabling of papers. I
understand the Minister of Finance and Development
Planning has a paper to table.

TABLING OF PAPERS
The following papers were tabled:
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO.69 OF 2013:
BOTSWANA SAVINGS BANK (TRANSITION)
(DATE OF COMMENCEMENT) ORDER, 2013
(Minister of Finance and Development Planning)
Later Date.
STATUTORY INSTRUMENT NO.40 OF 2015:
BOTSWANA-IRELAND DOUBLE TAXATION
AVOIDANCE AGREEMENT ORDER, 2015.

(Minister of Finance and Development Planning)
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, my
apologies for that brief consultation. I was consulting
my assistant referees so that I become fair to all of us.
Yesterday Honourable so and so accused me that I am
only concerned with my party but I do not have a party
as I stand here; I am a neutral man. I am not affiliated
to any party. I want you to get that clear. Honourable
Members, I understand the Leader of Opposition has a
statement to make and I will allow him to make that
statement.

STATEMENT ON THE MATSHA
SCHOOL TRAGEDY BY THE LEADER
OF THE OPPOSITION
LEADER OF OPPOSITION (MR BOKO): Thank
you very much Mr Speaker. I rise under Standing
Order 9.3.2 to make this statement. I thank you for the
opportunity you have given me to address this House on
the tragedy that befell this nation just a few days ago.
Ponder this. Young people full of promise and vitality
sat their final high school leaving examinations at
Matsha Senior Secondary School. They looked forward
to a bright future as engaged and innovative citizens of
their country. Their parents looked forward to meeting
and welcoming them home after months of absence.
Many families looked forward to happy reunions with
their children.
Unbeknown to all and indeed to many Batswana, there
was a tragedy in the making. It had long been coming. It
began when the government neglected its responsibility
to ensure the safety and security of hundreds of students
both in ensuring they received the highest quality of
education available and in providing for a safe and
dignified means of transportation for them. It continued
when state action or inaction conspired to load over 126
students together with their luggage onto a truck. The
storms of catastrophe had long been looming large on
the horizon.
The warning signs had long been visible. Indeed
tragedies of this nature have struck so many times
before that their recurrence can only point to grotesque
criminality on the part of Government. The nation recalls
with renewed dread and grief, that in 1995 nine students
and one teacher of Gosemama Secondary School in
Tswapong died while others were seriously injured. In
Hansard No 181
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the same year, again two Setlalekgosi Secondary School
students died around Dikabeya while travelling in a
school truck. In 2003, five students from Kedia Primary
School in the Boteti area died when the truck they were
travelling in overturned. In March 2005, two students
of Shakawe Secondary School in Boteti died in yet
another truck accident. Others including teachers were
seriously injured. Many teachers and former students
today carry scars of life changing injuries as a constant
reminder of the gruesome abdication of responsibility
by Government and its agents. The youth of this country
deserves better. The parents and citizens of this country
deserve better. Botswana deserves better. Much better!
The people of this country deserve to be taken seriously
and are tired of being offered a future that is in every
respect a repetition of the painful past they have suffered.
The joyful anticipation of the residents of Salajwe,
Ditshegwane,
Maboane,
Sorilatholo,
Sesung,
Mantshwabisi, Takatokwane, Kaudwane and many
other areas in the Kweneng West turned into lancinating
pain when they received the news of this tragedy. It was
rough, it was raw and it was real for them. Their own
children were the victims of this truck accident. I feel
their pain. I feel their profound sense of disappointment.
It is gut wrenching when the same Government you
look to for your safety and protection most callously
lets you down.
I saw the pain etched on the dejected faces of the parents
and relatives of many of these innocent children. I
felt the grief breathed out in the tormented silence of
those who could not find the words to verbalize their
pain and their suffering. Some cried out to me. Their
tears were as much an expression of their grief as they
were a poignant condemnation of this ragged tradition
of executive heartlessness. How did these innocent
human beings come to be transported in the manner they
were? And now we see different Government Ministers
and officials including the President jostling for preeminence and feigning alarm and concern. Too late. Too
late! Our children, Botswana’s young citizens are gone.
Those who remain will carry the visible and invisible
scars of the systemic brutality of our Government.
I can only offer the parents and students and teachers
of Matsha Secondary School, unarmed truth and
unapologetic love. I make a solemn pledge to them and
the whole nation on my own behalf, on behalf of the
entire cohort of UDC and BCP Members of Parliament
and indeed on behalf of all Batswana: NEVER AGAIN.
To the parents and students I say, those that have brought
about this hurt and harm upon you and the nation will
be brought to atone before the judgment seat of justice
and equity.
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To the children of Nswazwi in Marapong, Sekhutlane,
Lerolwana, Leporung, Mmakgori, Dikhukhung and
Mokgomane who study in Mabule in the GoodhopeMabule Constituency, who are still being transported in
trucks I say, NEVER AGAIN!
To the Government of Botswana under the leadership
of Dr. President Khama I say, please take the people of
this country more seriously than you have ever done.
Please ensure that they are also as much beneficiaries
of the constitutional precepts of equality before the law
as yourselves and your relatives. And, please offer and
do so openly and publicly an unreserved apology to the
affected families as well as full compensation for the
gruesome losses these families have suffered.
To the parents and families of the deceased, I pray for
comfort and peace.
Thank you Mr Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Applause)…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, as it is
the procedure, I shall allow you to ask him questions if
you have any.
MR MARKUS: Just like I share the same sentiments
of sorrow with the entire nation, I want to ask
Honourable Boko this, should he become lucky and
take the Presidency; in his leadership is he not going
to have accidents happening, as you have highlighted
the past accidents? I do not agree with the government
transporting students by trucks but I want to know from
you Honourable Boko, during your time, are we not
going to have accidents? I am saying this because I can
see that you are so much hungry for power so you want
mileage, you want people to think that you care for the
nation. Maybe that is what you are doing today, is that
what you are doing Honourable Member?
MR BOKO: Honourable Markus, I cannot give you
any assurance that they may be no accidents under
Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC) Government.
What assurance I can give you unequivocally however
is that, no student will be transported in trucks under the
UDC Government, none, not at all. I consider it an act of
gross irresponsibility to have had children transported
in this manner and I say, very solemnly, very humbly,
please assist me in making sure it never happens again.
Political Mileage
Far be it from me, at this point of time especially in
circumstances so tragic to seek to exact any mileage,
politically or otherwise. What I want is for those who
are responsible for this callousness to account openly,
account humbly and account with integrity to the nation
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so that we can all join in insuring that our people do not
perish ever again in similar circumstances. I hope you
will work with me and work with everybody who seeks
to attain this goal. Thank you.
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT (DR DOW): Thank you Mr Speaker,
thank you Honourable Leader of the Opposition. I have
a question for you, to premise it with saying that there
are those who thrive on the calamities of others, there
are those who dance on the graves of the fallen, there
are those who deride when they see an opportunity to
use a calamity in their favour. The question to you Sir is,
and let me also premise by saying like you wished that
children would be protected at all times and therefore
like you, I bleed for these seven children who have
perished and the many others who have been injured.
The question to you Sir is that, you say this Government
has demonstrated grotesque brutality, was this an
isolated incidence or are you aware that…
HONOURABLE MEMBER:… (Inaudible)…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Laughter)…
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT (DR DOW): Should I say it?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Say it.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Members, listen
to her. Honourable Dow, continue.
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT (DR DOW): Thank you very much.
I will start again. Have you yourself witnessed, seen
children being transported in trucks? If so, what did you
do and or what did you say? Because if you have seen
that, witnessed it and said nothing and waited until there
was a calamity, then you are as complicit as anybody
else who is responsible for this accident. Thank you Mr
Speaker.
MR BOKO: Thank you very much Honourable Dow. I
am pleased to answer you and also to note that you are a
lawyer, at least in your earlier life and you actually even
became a Judge. And I had the honour to appear before
you several times.
In relation to your prefatory statement that people
thrive on the calamity of others, it is often said that
even lawyers do that yourself included, by virtue of
the nature of the profession and that we normally come
into the scene after events have occurred and we seek to
exact some recompense and accountability from those
who were responsible either through commission or
omission.

In relation to the first part, it is a general criticism
leveled even in relation to Medical Doctors. My good
friend Honourable Madigele might know.
In relation to the more pointed question that you asked
and it is important that this question be brought to the
full. I personally was not aware that children in this day
and age were being transported in this manner, I was not
aware. You say also Honourable Member that you were
not aware also.
In relation to you in particular as the Minister of
Education it behooves you to be aware. It is your
responsibility directly for which you are in that position
to be aware and that if the errors of either of omission or
commission in relation to your charges, those under you,
who were aware, redound against you, in this matter.
And so in relation to you it does not lie in your mouth
Honourable Minister to plead ignorance in relation to
this matter, it does not. It should not avail you. In fact,
you should not even seek to find solace and refuge under
the claim of ignorance in relation to this matter. No! Not
in relation to you Minister. No! No! Maybe somebody
else, not you.
I raise this solemnly; if there may be any one amongst us
who was aware and did not raise alarm, did not protest
then the words of the Honourable Member will haunt
you, in that you would then be complicit. Honourable
Goya, you would be complicit if you were aware and I
hope you can also pretend that you were not but if you
were, then you are in trouble from the tribunal of your
own conscience. Thank you very much.
MR MOSWAANE: Firstly, I would like to urge you to
pray for those who have lost children in this accident,
we should send our condolences and ask God to be with
them. My question to Honourable Boko is, according
to you after making a policy that says people should
not be transported in open trucks, do you think that
the government had given that officer an exemption to
transport children using a truck which is totally against
the government’s instruction?
Furthermore, are you saying this accident was planned
by the government? Was that carelessness on the part of
the government?
MR SPEAKER: Be brief Honourable Member, I want
us to continue with the business of the House.
MR MOSWAANE: Moreover, is it right that while
parents are still mourning and looking for answers, you
on the other hand are already dancing on the graves?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Murmur)…
Hansard No 181
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MR MOSWAANE: No, you are using vulgar language
pastor and Nkaigwa never ever repeat that otherwise
you shall regret.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Moswaane,
sit down. Honourable Nkaigwa you did not switch on
your microphone but I heard you. I do not allow such
behaviour in this House and Standing Order does not
allow it. So can you please stop that, let us behave like
adults. The public is here to listen to your debates; this
is serious business, treat it as such.
MR B. BUTALE: On a point of procedure. Mr
Speaker, Can Honourable Nkaigwa officially withdraw
those words. He should apologise otherwise it is an
open season Mr Speaker. Thank you.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Was he saying it is the
stupidity of the Members of the Botswana Democratic
Party?
MR SPEAKER: Order! Stop shouting in Parliament.
What is the problem? Honourable Member I cannot
order him to do that because it was not recorded, he was
shouting I heard him but it was not recorded. However,
he cannot repeat it otherwise there will be consequences.
MR MOSWAANE: Can I also switch off and say
something to him?
MR SPEAKER: Do not.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): On a point
of procedure. Mr Speaker, I respect your ruling but I
think that as far as you are from Honourable Nkaigwa
yet you heard him say those words, I think some people
in this House also heard him. There are some who are
not members of this Parliament who heard him who
will think that this is normal procedure of Parliament.
I humbly request you to order Honourable Nkaigwa to
withdraw those words because it is not procedure of the
House to address one another as such.
MR SPEAKER: I have made a ruling on that.
Honourable Moswaane, have you finished?
MR MOSWAANE: No Sir.
MR SPEAKER: Order! I said ask short questions, you
are not supposed to also be making statements. You
are wasting time, you should be debating on the State
of the Nation Address, I do not know what is going to
happen. Have you finished with your question so that
we proceed? Ask quickly.
MR MOSWAANE: Right now as per Honourable
Boko’s statement that he will sue, so in all that does he
not think he is dividing the nation of Botswana? Forcing
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the government to take the blame although it was an
accident? Thank you Mr Speaker. Nkaigwa, watch out.
MR BOKO: Thank you very much Mr Speaker. Mr
Speaker, let me urge the Members of this House to be
respectful of each other and each other’s views and to use
language that is not unpalatable. I say this because it is
important for us to appreciate we will have differences.
Some of them will be very serious. But let us always
mediate these differences with civility and respect. Let
us all try to do that. Let us respect each other and respect
the House.
We will make some of these statements and remarks and
make them because we are aggrieved by the situation and
we make them at the worst of times as what philosophers
call an ‘interlocutor,’ the one who disagrees with you in
order to bring out the best in you and please always, it
is a fundamental principle, respect your interlocutor. He
is the one who helps you refine your own thoughts and
ideas. And if you cannot dislodge him or her from his
position at the very least, it will help you reflect more
and more on your own. Let us treat each other with
respect.
Did the Government plan this? To the extent Honourable
Members that as I understand, decisions were taken way
back that it would never ever again occur that children
be transported in trucks. If that position is correct, the
failure to strenuously and enforce it by government or
government agents amounts to a grotesque failure in
respect of which the Government is liable and that takes
care of all facets of the questions asked by Honourable
Moswaane. To the extent that you say I have promised
that those who have been involved here either by
commission on mission will account, I say it again, I
say it solemnly, I say it humbly, I say it with the most
concrete seriousness that the parents, the relatives and
every citizen must know that their loss will not be in
vain. That is why I say to the government, here and now,
do not wait for any litigation to come, please do not. Be
proactive, assess the quantum of loss to these families
and offer in good spirit, offer, do not wait to be prodded,
offer reasonable compensation to these families please,
we say so, we say so. I am not talking about two
herds of cattle to bury. I am talking full and adequate
compensation for the huge loss that these families have
suffered. To watch your child grow, to drink in the many
pleasures associated with raising and nurturing a life is
a benefit that the parents of these children will not enjoy
in relation to the departed.
There are many instances in American cases they call
DeShaney versus Winnebago. The court said to drink
in these pleasures of raising a child is one of the most
important attributes of parenthood. If this accident has
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recompense. Please offer. Please take into account
these losses and without being frauded by any lawyer
or litigation, I say to you, I urge you now humbly, make
the right offer to these families and compensate them
fully. Thank you.
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Thank you Mr Speaker. I have
two questions. The first question I would like to ask the
Honourable Leader of Opposition what he considers
to be a reasonable compensation as he has already
mentioned it whereas investigations are still being
carried out?
Secondly, since Honourable Molale’s statement earlier
this week was that investigations are being carried out
to see what really happened, why are you so impatient?
Yesterday you said you are tabling a motion, it failed,
right now you making a statement. Why are you being
so impatient, why can you not allow the investigations
to be carried out and then we take the matter from there
especially that like Honourable Dow said, no one who
knew this accident would happen. In the figures you
have been mentioning, the last tragedy if I heard you
well was in 2005. It has been almost 10 years since an
incident of this sort happened, but measures have been
put in place. So, what is the hurry?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER: Order. Honourable Salakae, who has
given you permission to speak when you speaking at the
top of your voice like that?
MR BOKO: Thank you very much Honourable
Makgalemele. There are many methods of determining
the scale of compensation, lawyers know this. And if it
comes to a point where some of us have to be involved,
we will accordingly advice. What the government must
do even before that quantum is determined, is to offer
compensation, whatever amount that will ultimately be
established. Offer; make the offer in the same way that
you have offered two herds of cattle to bury. You have
not offered one, you have not offered 2, you have not
offered 10, but you have offered 2. Make a general offer
that you will compensate because you are liable.
To the extent that you say the last tragedy occurred
years back, I do not understand you to be so suggesting
that the transportation of children in trucks has stopped.
In fact, not only have I made reference to this tragedy,
I have referred to other places in Goodhope-Mabule
in respect of which I have now become aware that the
same mode of transportation is being employed by your
government. I am since becoming aware raising it here

RESPONSE TO THE PRESIDENT’S SPEECH
Motion (Resumed debate)
and now on the floor of Parliament, in the hope as I said
that you will join me in ensuring that it does not recur
never again.
That is the upshot of my answer to you. And please, do
not understand this to be exerting any mileage. I do not
need to exert mileage. I need to speak the truth to power
as best as I can. I need to stand with integrity and in
my pursuit of integrity; I have absolutely no business
pursuing popularity. I pursue integrity and I will stand
for that. Thank you very much.

RESPONSE TO THE PRESIDENT’S
SPEECH
Motion
(Resumed Debate)
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Members,
yesterday when we adjourned, Honourable Kwerepe
was still on the floor. He was left with fourteen minutes.
Now, Honourable Kwerepe you are not obliged to use
all the minutes remaining. If you were done yesterday,
there is no problem. If you want to continue where you
had stopped, you have the floor Honourable Member.
MR KWEREPE (NGAMI): Thank you Mr Speaker.
I do not believe I am only remaining with fourteen
minutes looking at the time I spent speaking. I think the
clock somewhat tricked me.
I will not recap, let me just focus on page 19 which
talks about Education and Training. Mr Speaker, there
is a lot which the government has done with regards to
education and training of teachers. Rightfully so, most
of the teachers in my constituency have done Diploma
in all the primary schools that I have visited. I have to
be grateful for that.
What I would like to put across as a request is that it is
evident that through the Economic Stimulus Programme
(ESP) the government is intending to convert two junior
secondary schools into unified schools. Let me request
that one of these junior secondary schools which are
being converted should be in my constituency. The
Ministry of Education will see where it will be best
suited. I am saying this because the Ngami constituency
which I am representing does not have a senior
secondary school. The people in my constituency are
beggars. We beg from…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): On a point
of clarification Mr Speaker. Thank you. I can follow
the line of debate of my colleague here, but let me say
in the speech that the President presented, when he
talked about converting two junior secondary schools
Hansard No 181
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into unified schools, this is an already ongoing project.
We are not going to do anything new. The Honourable
Member should request that maybe in future we consider
doing something of that sort in his constituency; not the
ones we have already mentioned.
MR KWEREPE: Thank you, I hear it is an already
ongoing project. Since I am not fighting with the
Honourable Member, let him now include it in his
development plan and let me know in which year my
constituency will benefit. It should not be after 2019, let
it be when I am still alive.
Mr Speaker there is a request which I want to put
across with regards to the welfare of teachers in my
constituency. When I was touring my constituency I
encountered issues which are very easy to address, but
they have not been addressed. I found teachers in my
constituency in a state that was heart breaking; reasons
being that, some of the teachers have since been posted
to some schools, and have worked there for 22 years,
15 years and 19 years in the same region. Over 100 of
teachers in my constituency have overstayed in those
schools. The minimum is seven year.
The truth is that there is a policy. During the time when
I was still a teacher, I knew that an employee could stay
in a place for five years and then after those years they
would have to be transferred from the school they were
working in to another. I do not think what is happening
in my constituency is happening anywhere else where a
person can stay or work in a village for 15 or 19 years.
There are disadvantages because in the end that teacher
ends up being a Kgosi because he would be the only
one who is literate. The Kgosi would keep asking him
to come and assist here and there, and so forth. These
things are not good for the teacher. These are the very
people who would at the end be accused of being
involved in politics. Most of the time, as politicians,
we do have frictions with employees who have worked
for a long time in an area or a constituency. Since this
is already a policy of five years, can it not be changed
to say, a teacher can now stay for more than five years
up to 22 years in one area, let the teachers stay there
knowing that the policy has been changed. I also have
some complaints regarding levels of operation. It used
to be practice that when a teacher upgraded to a C1
salary scale it would be in the form of a promotion.
As things continued to change and the Ministry tried
to improve the conditions of service for teachers, a
decision was made that the C1 salary grade would be
a normal progression and not a promotion to a higher
post of responsibility. What has not come to light is that,
as those other teachers’ progress to a C1 scale they find
senior teachers on that scale who are their supervisors
and that has caused some problems.
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MR LELATISITSWE: Clarification. The Honourable
Member is debating very well however I need him to
explain to me whether he believes that a promotion
should be based on length of service or on excellent
service? If one has served for 20 years and the other has
served for a short period but very hard working, whom
do we consider?
MR KWEREPE: I wish that sometimes people would
listen when someone is presenting especially those who
want to ask questions…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: He is right next to you.
MR KWEREPE: Yes he is right here. If he had studied
at the school where I was teaching, I was a teacher when
I was his age so I would have sent him to a school for
the hearing impaired.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS:...( laughter)...
MR KWEREPE: I therefore was saying that…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): Thank
you Mr Speaker, I do not want to take too much of the
Honourable Members’ time but the issue that he talked
of regarding levels of operation is one of the issues that
we are currently looking into to try and address the
anomaly. I just wanted to clear that up. Thank you.
MR KWEREPE: Mr Speaker I do not want confrontation
with the Minister because in all the things that I have
said he is aware of all the issues. He is aware that there
are teachers who have served for 22 years in that school
whilst the policy states that a person should serve for 5
years. The issue that I am raising regarding the levels of
operation has been in existence since the time I retired
from service. The Minister is aware of this issue and still
has not done anything about it. We should acknowledge
that those people were wronged and apologize to them
for that and not just say that, the issue is being resolved.
I do not dispute that you are doing something about it
but we should also show you that there are still some of
those incidents out there. I will continue to talk about
the issues and I will only stop once they inform me that
something has been done to resolve the problem. We
will also need a time frame because we cannot operate
without a time frame. Perhaps I should just go ahead and
as. When are you going to give us a time frame? When
will the issue be resolved so that I can go and give them
feedback including those who have overstayed?
I would like to talk about the issue of disability. I am
grateful to the Ministry of Presidential Affairs and
Public administration for the efforts they are doing to
assist the disabled. I am on Page 31, I am not against
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the efforts that are being done because they are all good
and they have good intentions. I want to emphasize that
there should be a law or policy for the disabled. In my
Constituency I have a lot of disabled people who have
got talent. The assistance they get however comes as
if they are a charity and they end up being forgotten.
We might be physically fine at the moment but you
can never know, something can happen to one of us
and people would be surprised to hear that one of the
Honourable Members is now disabled. If there is no law
that protects the disabled then there is a problem.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Kwerepe,
nowadays we are required to use the words people
living with disability.
MR KWEREPE: No!
MR SPEAKER: I am correcting you, do not say no
when I am correcting you.
MR KWEREPE: You keep glamourizing these words
when you could call everything what it is…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS:…(laughter)…
MR KWEREPE: Right but we have to come up with a
law that protects them. I am grateful of the consideration
that there should be a law.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR KWEREPE: I am not sure why the Honourable
Member is asking for a clarification…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(inaudible)…
MR KWEREPE: Okay let me yield; he might refuse to
build a school in my area.
MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND SKILLS
DEVELOPMENT (DR DOW): Clarification. Thank
you Mr Speaker. I wanted to find out if at all the
Honourable Member was not speaking in a derogatory
manner when he was talking about referring to a person
living with a disability by the exact disability they have?
He meant it in a similar fashion like you would refer to
a genius as just that?
MR KWEREPE: Thank you my Honourable Minister,
I was not in any way being derogatory but the truth is
that, there should be a legislation that will protect them
because at times you would hear that they have an
entitlement…
MR SPEAKER: order! Honourable Dow you cannot
leave, quorum; please continue Honourable Kwerepe.
MR KWEREPE: People living with disabilities in my
area have a lot of talent as I said. There is one lady in
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my constituency who is living with a disability but she
cannot access programs designed for them because she
is constantly informed that her husband is working since
he is a Kgosi…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Your time is up Honourable
Member!
MR KEORAPETSE (SELIBE PHIKWE WEST):
Thank you Mr Speaker, Mr Speaker, let me start off
by congratulating Kgosi-kgolo of Barolong Kgosi
Lotlamoreng II for his election as a Member of
Parliament for Goodhope-Mabule Constituency, I
wish to congratulate him and welcome him to this
August House. Mr Speaker, I also would have loved to
congratulate another Member of Parliament (MP) but I
would not do that because I protested the process that
brought him to this House. I must make it very, very
clear. During the bye-election for a Specially Elected
MP, we tried to protest that it cannot be proper to put
somebody’s name to a vote for a position of an MP
without seeking their consent. There was an attempt to
clarify the matter by saying that the rules were silent. I
just wondered if the rules are silent, if the Constitution
is silent, are there no other sources of law which could
be relied upon such as traditions and practices or as our
rules provide, we can also rely on the rules of the House
of Commons. I cannot understand Mr Speaker how
the Village Development Committee (VDC), a school
club at Selibe Phikwe Senior Secondary School (SPSS)
or Meepong Community Junior Secondary School or
Parents and Teachers Association (PTA) seek consent of
a person nominated to be elected into a position, but the
National Assembly can put somebody’s name to a vote
without seeking their consent. That is why Mr Speaker
I called the process fraudulent and I find it extremely
difficult to congratulate those who were brought into the
House through that process.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR KEORAPETSE: There is no clarification here, the
matter is very clear.
Mr Speaker, the tragedy of Matsha, you would know
that I attempted to bring a motion to this Parliament and
what happened, happened.
Mr Speaker, just as the Leader of the Opposition has
said, the Government should be held responsible and I
am very disappointed that to this day, no one has come
out to take full responsibility, not a Minister, not His
Honour the Vice President, not the President of the
Republic, that students were transported in open trucks
in this day and age.
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Mr Speaker, this is a gross violation of the children’s
rights. If you look at Article 2 of the United Nations
Convention of the Rights of the Child; it provides that, I
can quote with your permission Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: What are you quoting from?
MR KEORAPETSE: Article 2 of the United Nations
Convention of the Rights of the Child.
MR SPEAKER: Go ahead.
MR KEORAPETSE: “All children have these rights no
matter who they are, where they live, what their parents
do, what language they speak, what their religion is,
whether they are a boy or a girl, what their culture is,
whether they have a disability, whether they are rich or
poor, no child should be treated unfairly on any basis.”

MR LELATISITSWE: On a point of order. Mr
Speaker, it seems like my colleague is not debating the
matter on the table but other matters.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! That is not a point of
order Honourable Member. I am listening to him and
he is laying the foundation of his debate. Let him speak.
MR KEORAPETSE: Just a free lesson to Honourable
Lelatisitswe…
MR SPEAKER: No, do not respond to him. Instead
proceed.
MR KEORAPETSE: When we say state of the nation,
it is a critical appraisal of the state of the polity. Now,
if in this day and age, we have students transported in
open trucks, it talks about the state of our country today.

Article 19 further provides that, Mr Speaker if I may
quote of the same convention.

HONOURABLE
colleague.

MR SPEAKER: Go ahead.

MR KEORAPETSE: No clarification. Mr Speaker, in
2003 there was a National Road Accident Symposium
proceedings organised by Botswana Society; it was
opened by His Excellency Festus Mogae, Former
President. One of the resolutions that were taken at that
symposium, I think it was held at GICC, was to outlaw
the transportation of school children in the back of open
trucks; as far back as 2003. It did not call for a policy,
it called for a clear outlawing of the practice but to this
day, it is still legal to transport children at the back of
open trucks. Mr Speaker, I think that the Government
has to take full responsibility for what happened. They
must apologise to the nation that this has happened
under their watch. Even to make matters worse every
time since the tragedy you open Botswana Television, it
looks like Government Ministers, His Honour the Vice
President and the Ministers of Education and Skills
Development are the only ones concerned because they
appear with monotonous regularity on television at the
same issue.

MR KEORAPETSE: “You have the right to be
protected from being hurt or mistreated in body or
mind.”
Now, if you look at what happened there, the Children’s
Rights were violated. If you put school children at the
back of a van or a truck, a truck befitting transportation
of animals and bags of sorghum and maize and then
you put human beings and not just human beings but
children, that is a clear violation of their right as these
provisions provide. My contention Mr Speaker is that, it
is not only the fact of accident that may be fatal because
the trucks are open; it is also the fact that children are
exposed to the cold.
Mr Speaker, trade unions, before they were even trade
unions, complained about this practice. If you look at,
for instance, Botswana Federation of Secondary School
Teachers (BOFESETE) now Botswana Sectors of
Education and Trade Union (BOSETU), they have in
the past complained. Botswana Teachers Union (BTU)
has in the past complained about the practice. In fact
Mr Speaker there was a time sometimes in 2005 where
a certain Japhta Radibe by then he was President of
BTU, was saying that for 15 years they had been trying
to engage Government, cautioning them against the
practice of transporting students in open trucks. But
today the Government wants to tell us that we are trying
to score political mileage, no. We are complaining about
recklessness of the Government because the practice
has continued unabated.
Mr Speaker, in 2003…
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MEMBER:

Clarification

my

When Honourable Duma Boko was at the hospital to
check on the children, there was no Botswana Television
to televise him. When Honourable Dr Mmatli was there,
when Honourable Khan was at the hospital, there was
no Botswana Television or state media to cover him.
So, why does it appear like the Vice President is the
most concerned person about the accident? So, only
those who are representatives of the Government have
appeared.
MR SPEAKER: There is some noise, what is going
on?
MR KEORAPETSE: It may be that some of you did
not appear but I am saying that since the tragedy; there
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are those who appear with monotonous regularity as if
they are the chief mourners.
Now Mr Speaker, the state of the nation address ought
to be a critical appraisal of a fair representation of the
state of the polity. The 2015 State of the Nation Address
by His Excellency the President is the seventh since
he assumed the office, if my math is correct; it is the
seventh. It is the last before the year 2016, the year of
the National Vision, and it is also the last before our
Golden Jubilee Celebration.
Now Mr Speaker, through the State of the Nation, the
President ought to apprise us on the success of the last
twelve months and plans for the next twelve months. If
you look at this Address, right from when he assumed
office, when you look at the seventh State of the Nation
Address, most of the time it is full of promises, promises
and promises. There is seldom accountability on the
failed promises.
Now what is the real state of our country? Let us
look at the economy; the seventh State of the Nation
Address by His Excellency the President comes at a
time when poverty levels are high, unacceptably high.
It comes at a time when his government is engaged
in what they call Poverty Eradication Programmes
which I will talk about. Unemployment rates are high
Mr Speaker, and unemployment has taken a new form
of graduate unemployment, where graduates with
Diplomas, Certificates, Degrees and Masters Degrees
or Post Graduate Qualifications cannot get jobs. The
state of our economy is such that there are high rates
of underemployment. Underemployment Honourable
Lelatisitswe we are talking about these graduates
who are told to wake up every morning and be Tirelo
Sechaba Participants and be given P500 at the end
of the month; that is what we call underemployment.
Underemployment is the Internship Programme where
graduates even with post graduate qualifications are
expected to be Interns, to be given less than P2000 every
month in this day and age. The state of the economy is
such that there are wealth and income inequalities. We
compete with the most unequal societies in the world.
We are amongst the most unequal societies in the world;
we compete with Brazil, United States and even South
Africa in terms of wealth and income disparities.
I know Honourable Minister of Finance would say that
but when you focus on the consumption side, we are
better. It may look like we are better because of high
borrowing or high public debt. So, in terms of wealth
and income inequalities we rank among the most
unequal. If you want to take an example, the General
here will assist me, you go to the BDF for instance, you
look at how much the Commander of the BDF earns
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every month, and how much a Private earns every
month or how much a Permanent Secretary to the Office
of the President earns, what is the scale currently, is
it called ‘G’ or something because it is more than ‘F’
now, and then compare that with an ‘A’ Scale, Industrial
Class employee of government of ‘A’ Scale, look at
the gap. That is the real state of the nation in terms of
our economy. We are faced with inadequate access to
economic and business opportunities, the economy
remains in the hands of foreigners.
If you ask the Minister of Finance how much of the
procurement money, PPADB statistics, has been paid
to foreign owned companies as comparing that to the
amount of money paid to local businesses, you will find
that it is just a small amount. In fact, at some point I
know Honourable Swartz was answering a question
here in Parliament and the amount at that time paid to
foreign companies ranked around close to P7 billion for
that financial year, and then for locals it was around less
than P600 million. So, after 50 years of independence
we still spend so much money paying outsiders to build
dams for us, to build bridges, roads, power stations,
airports, et cetera. And not just that, we pay them,
but ask yourself how many of these mega projects
were completed within schedule, budget and even
specifications. So, this is the true state of the nation.
This is where we are.
Mr Speaker, we are a nation of unhappy people in
terms of the happy planet index. We rank among
the worst in terms of happiness. Everywhere you
go, you see depression, because of unemployment,
underemployment and crisis in education. Results are
plummeting year in and year out Honourable Goya; that
is the true state of the nation.
We are in a country where there are labour issues; look
at the conditions of service for civil servants…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR KEORAPETSE: No there is no clarification.
I mean if you look at labour issues, we are at a point
where the government seeks to bring a Bill to Parliament
to declare almost all Cadres, almost everyone who is
working essential service, especially in the public
service. The effect of making or declaring so many
Cadres essential service is to outlaw or to take away
the right to strike, that is the net effect, and this is the
aftermath of the 2011 marathon public sector strike.
Mr Speaker, the state of our nation currently …
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): Elucidation. The Honourable
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Member earlier on stated that we are an unhappy
nation and I could have not said it better because after
last year’s elections, it was evident enough that people
are not happy as they almost voted his party out of
parliament.
MR KEORAPETSE: From what I gathered from
Honourable Gaolathe, vacancies are still available at
BMD and UDC and that goes to the prodigal sons. They
still stand a chance to come back. That is the message I
was asked to relay.
The state of our nation Mr Speaker can be characterised by
state xenophobia. What do I mean by state xenophobia?
We are faced with deportations of foreigners, sometimes
even for no apparent reason. You will demand reasons;
the reasons will be given as national security because
it is convenient. In other countries Honourable Goya,
more democratic countries, not countries where
democracy is regressive like ours, there can never be
a deportation that cannot be questioned before the
courts of law. In our country, the law provides that if
the President declares you a prohibited immigrant, you
have no recourse whatsoever. If you go to the United
Kingdom (UK), Honourable Boko will remind me,
there was a case where a submarine sank and killed
people and the crown sought to conveniently say, on
account of national security they cannot divulge certain
information and they cannot be sued. The families of the
victims successfully sued because the courts said that
the crown cannot use national security conveniently to
circumvent the rule of law. So, that is the point I am
talking about Honourable Goya. You cannot just deport
somebody and say because of national security. You see
Mr Speaker, the way our laws are crafted, it is possible
that the President, and I am not saying he has done
that, it is possible the way our laws are crafted that the
President can deport somebody who can implicate him
in a corruption case for instance. It is possible that the
President can deport a potential competitor in a business.
It is possible.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Member, please refrain
from citing examples which may endanger you.
Standing Order 23.2 guides us on the use of the name
of the President. You may not give relevant examples
and violate that Standing Order; I was just advising you
honourable member.
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes, President Boko.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Member, the President I
am referring to is the State President
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes sir, let me proceed Mr
Speaker. I will not use is loosely. When I talk about
xenophobia by the State, I am talking about the
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increasing visa restriction list, where people who seek to
visit this country for various reasons but they are from
countries which in terms of our laws we do not require
them to apply for visa, are put in the visa restriction
list. Who are these people? Academics, human rights
lawyers, politicians of opposition parties who seek to
come here and have relations with opposition parties
here. They have made it to the visa restriction list. This
is what I call state xenophobia.
Look at the increasing number of rejections of visas.
I asked Honourable Batshu in this very House, to tell
us the number of tourists and other visitors who sought
to come to Botswana and were denied visa. The list
is also increasing, in terms of the answer provided by
Honourable Batshu. We are saying we want to attract
foreign direct investment and we want tourists but we
are closing our borders. Get real. How do we expect to
achieve that? Go to countries like Mauritius, and see
how they even have targets of how many foreigners they
want to accommodate in their country to develop their
economies. So this is what I call state xenophobia. We
have increasing number of denials and delays of work
and residence permits by this government. Botswana
Confederation of Commerce, Industry and Manpower
(BOCCIM), now what is it called? Business Botswana,
they are complaining. Business people are complaining
about this state xenophobia.
Democracy Mr Speaker; the state of our democracy
is that it is regressing. Democracy is a continuum
from non-democratic polity to transition, and to
consolidation. It can even include regression. We are at
the state of regression. Mr Speaker, when you look at the
presentations by the President, all his State of the Nation
Addresses from 2009, he seldom engages in topical
debates on the state of our democracy. He never engages
the nation about debates on the need to democratise
Botswana further by reviewing the constitution and
making it more liberal, for instance, including other
generation of human rights, such as economic rights,
because modern constitutions enshrine these rights.
When you look at democracy under President Ian
Khama, it has got no signs of consolidation whatsoever.
The only signs that we see are of regression. Parliament
is increasingly losing its independence, apart from the
fact that it depends on the Office of the President for
budget and staffing, apart from the fact that…
MR LELATISITSWE: On a point of procedure. Thank
you Mr Speaker. Honourable Keorapetse is the leader of
minority opposition so accord him his five minutes to
his debate time.
MR SPEAKER: No sir, he is not, Honourable Arone
holds that position
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MR KEORAPETSE: So that is the state of our
democracy Mr Speaker.
Look at the Judiciary; you will remind me if I have
forgotten. For as long as I can remember, there was never
a time in this Republic that the President has refused
the recommendation for appointment to judgeship from
the Judicial Service Commission. But we currently
have four people that President Ian Khama has rejected.
The recommendation of Gabriel Rwelengera, Gabriel
Komboni, Lizo Ngcongco and Motumise, all rejected
by His Excellency the President. I know that the matter
is sub judicaire, it is before the courts. The way our
Judiciary is in crisis Mr Speaker, it is a problem. It is
a problem that we need to talk about, that there is a
crisis in the Judiciary. The government under the watch
and stewardship of the President has refused to embark
on judicial reforms, including; financial independence
of the Judiciary, reforming or reviewing the system of
appointment of justices of the High Court. Currently we
have six members of the Judiciary Service Commission.
We have the Attorney General, the Chairman of the
Public Service Commission, the Judge President, the
Chief Justice, and any other person preferred by the
President and the representative of the Law Society.
Five out of six, are presidential appointees. Supposedly
there to advise the President on who to appoint to
become judge. Even worse, they recommend names
and the President rejects these names. As I have said,
it is for the first time for as long as I can remember;
if there were other instances you will remind me of
such instances. I have never heard of President Sir
Seretse Khama or President Masire or President Mogae
refusing recommendation for appointment to judgeship
by the Judicial Service Commission. So Mr Speaker,
on our side we are calling for reforms and much more
independence of the Judiciary. Mr Speaker, I wish to
talk about the much talked about Stimulus Package;
start-off by pointing that the legitimacy of any state or
government rest on its ability to cater for its citizens
and I have outlined the true state of our polity in terms
of unemployment, underemployment, poverty levels,
wealth and income inequalities, water and electricity
crisis, the economy that is in the hands of foreigners
to the detriment of the citizens. We are told that a
panacea for these problems is something that we do not
understand and even some or many, on the other side of
the aisle do not understand; something called Economic
Stimulus Package. We are told Mr Speaker that this
would jumpstart the economy.
Let me give you an example of where I come from in
Selebi Phikwe, unemployment and underemployment
levels are high in Selibe Phikwe. Poverty levels are high
and your programmes on poverty eradication are not
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working. Because you may find that a young woman
residing in Sesame-Kagiso is given a laundry machine,
in this day and age where there are problems of water
and electricity and lack of adequate skills and then you
give them laundry machine, to do what with it? They do
not even have electricity in their house…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Just hold it where you talked
about electricity Honourable Member. I will suspend
this House for 20 minutes. You should get back here at
1620hrs.
PROCEEDINGS SUSPENDED
APPROXIMATELY FOR 20 MINUTES
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Keorapetse,
continue with your debate.
MR KEORAPETSE: I thank you Mr Speaker. I was
concluding my point on the issues of democracy, that
according to scholars of democracy including and not
limited to the likes of Adam Górski, Samuel Huntington
etcetera, they are saying that democracy can consolidate
in two ways. I just wish that Honourable Kgathi was not
on the phone to hear this point. It can…
ASSISTANT MINISTER FOR PRESIDENTIAL
AFFAIRS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (MR
MAKGALEMELE): On a point of order. Mr Speaker,
I do not know if everybody feels the cold like I do in this
House. It is very cold in here Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: I trust that those who control the air
conditioner will adjust the temperature .
MR KEORAPETSE: Thank you Mr Speaker. I was
saying that democracy can consolidate in two ways;
one, it is through building of democratic institutions like
over sight institutions. If you look at the Constitution
of South Africa for instance, it provides for Chapter 9
institutions such as Human Right Commission, Public
Protector, Auditor General etcetera. So democracy
can consolidate if there is that deliberate building of
democratic institutions which can oversee the Executive
arm of government, because democracy thrives on
a limited government. A limited government means
government which can be governed by the law. The rule
of law must reflect government according to and under
the law.
According to Samuel Huntington, his view is that
democracy only consolidates when there is a change
of government, but it would appear Mr Speaker that in
2019, the only hope for this country to democratise is
to vote out the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP) and
vote an Opposition party. Mr Speaker, it is no secret that
currently the Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC)
and the Botswana Congress Party (BCP) are negotiating
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and working towards challenging the BDP as one
formidable unified force. It is not a secret, 14 regions
of the BCP have decided and given the leadership an
open mandate to negotiate, including negotiating to join
the UDC.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: They are revealing the
secret.
MR KEORAPETSE: No, it is no longer a secret,
we actually called a press conference and it was even
covered by Botswana Television (Btv). That is what we
are going to do.
So the only hope for this country’s democracy to
consolidate, it cannot lie with building of institutions
because the BDP has refused over the years to build
democratic institutions. What they do, they bring is
dummies of institutions. They will bring Directorate
on Corruption and Economic Crime (DCEC) that is not
independent, they will bring the Ombudsman that is not
independent, they will bring the Auditor General that
is not independent, and they will bring us all sorts of
institutions that are not independent.
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of procedure.
Mr Speaker, I was standing on a point of procedure
saying, the Honourable Member is the Member of
Parliament for the constituency close to mine. There is
a lot at stake there and I wonder when he is going to
address problems in his constituency such as the smoke
coming from Bamagwato Concession Limited (BCL)
and the needs of the people of Mekorong?
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Kgathi, you are
not using procedure properly. Procedure is solely for the
rules of this House. You can only advice your neighbour
by standing on a point of clarification or elucidation.
If you call for procedure it means you are saying the
House is out of Order. Continue Honourable Member.
MR KEORAPETSE: Honourable Kgathi knows
very well that he has answered many questions in this
Honourable House on issues emanating from SelebiPhikwe.
I was saying Mr Speaker that we have that opportunity
as a country to democratise to consolidate our
democracy through the change of government in 2019.
We will not be disturbed by side remarks on who will
become the President. You know we are very blessed in
the Opposition, we have the President of the Botswana
Movement for Democracy (BMD), very intelligent
young man, shrewd Honourable Ndaba Gaolathe, we
have the President of the Botswana National Front
(BNF) and now President of the UDC Honourable
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Duma Boko and Dumelang Saleshando. So what more
can we really ask for? So, it does not really matter
whether it is Gaolathe, Saleshando or Duma Boko. I
know their hearts are in the right place, I know they are
capable. Mr Speaker, we will change government as the
Opposition Collective, hopefully under the auspices of
the Umbrella for Democratic Change (UDC). We will
change.
I am reminded in reading the South African literature,
one day Nelson Mandela was arrested by an apartheid
Police Officer called Swanepoel. They were passing
by the Union Building and Mandela marveled at the
Union Building and said, ‘one day we will be in that
very House, in charge of this Republic,’ Swanepoel
laughed the way Honourable Lelatisitswe is laughing
and Honourable Makgalemele. He laughed hard he
almost caused an accident with Mandela in the car but
unfortunately I think when Mandela was inaugurated
President, Swanepoel was never alive. But his
contemporaries who oiled the wheels of apartheid were
alive to witness that.
I wish you a long life to see that change of government
in 2019. It is not farfetched Mr Speaker up to 53 per cent
of Batswana at the polls preferred the Opposition…
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmuring)…
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes, they did prefer the Opposition.
Now Mr Speaker, my constituents are worried about the
rate of unemployment in their constituency. Mr Speaker,
I am carrying out investigations. I was there with His
Honour the Vice President when Pula Steel was opened.
It may be your Honour the Vice President, that we might
have sold a dummy. Do your own investigations. It may
be that what we were opening there may not be what we
hope to be.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmuring)…
MR KEORAPETSE: Selebi-Phikwe has had factories.
Currently we have factory shells which are empty, some
underutilised. Some are utilised for totally different
purposes because of lack of foresight when setting up
these industries and the government may be making
the same mistake with Pula Steel. It may be making
a mistake with the food processing plant. So Mr Vice
President, please also carry your own investigations
because it maybe that we are being lied to, it may be.
Mr Speaker, because of the low commodity prices,
copper prices are low, nickel prices have fallen. The
projections were about more than 8 Dollars per Pound
of nickel, but now I think it is selling at around 4.5 US
Dollars. This has put BCL mine under serious financial
strain. Workers were paid late last month. There is a clear
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cash flow problems encountered by the mine. Certain
units of the mine are under instructions to rationalise
and we are worried about this rationalisation and we
hope that no one will lose their jobs.
We appeal to the government to inject money into BCL
if need be to save jobs because we do not want any jobs
to be lost at the BCL mine.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Which government?
MR KEORAPETSE: Your government. Which other
government is in charge? So, we are appealing to you to
inject money into the mine.
Mr Speaker, I managed to tour the schools in my
constituency, the infrastructure is dilapidated. I have
seen students Mr Speaker at Junior Secondary Schools
who have not seen a test tube or a basin banner, at Junior
Secondary Schools in this day and age, when Vision
2016 is talking about that all schools will have internet
connection in 2016 but we have children who have not
seen a test tube, test tube!
I was at Selebi-Phikwe Senior Secondary Schools; there
were no materials that students were going to use for
their examinations. For instance; there was no money
in the vote to buy materials that students will use for
their examinations in this day and age. These are the
problems in the constituency. Teacher’s houses are
dilapidated. They live in shared accommodations with
their families and these are the things Mr Speaker that
are obtaining in my constituency.
We are expecting that the much talked about Stimulus
Package will answer these problems but we have
not been given details. I am not the first Member of
Parliament to debate even on that side of the isle,
I remember Honourable Lelatisitswe was saying
probably those in Cabinet are the ones who are privy to
the details. We do not have the details. We have got no
reasons for celebration. In fact Mr Speaker, in the past
the President has made promises in this House, he is no
longer talking about those promises and why he has not
fulfilled those promises.
He has promised the youth multi-residential housing
units for them. No single multi-residential housing has
been built. He has promised Agricultural Insurance
Scheme for farmers because farming is a risky
undertaking, to this day that promise has not been
fulfilled. They were promised that stipend will be paid
to those who are in sporting codes North and South First
Division as well as Premier League, to this day the first
allowance has not been paid to those who are playing in
the National Team.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
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MR KEORAPETSE: There are no intentions of
building sports academies. So many promises have
been made in this House. The President is not even
accounting to the nation on why these promises were
not fulfilled.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR KEORAPETSE: If my memory serves me well,
it was Honourable Kgathi when we were debating at
Botswana Television; he was saying that those promises
were not fulfilled because of economic downturn. But
these promises were made right at the apex of the
economic downturn. Why then would you go ahead and
make promises that you know you would not fulfill?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification Sir.
MR KEORAPETSE: Why were these promises made?
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of order. No
Mr Speaker, the Honourable Member of Phikwe is out
of order by falsely accusing me for saying those words.
What I said was that, it is a false promise; Botswana
Congress Party (BCP) said that it will win the elections
and take over the government that is when I said that
was a false promise, yes.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Kgathi, I said
that if you want to address the Member on the floor,
use clarification, correction or elucidation. If you say
point of order or procedure you are addressing me.
Honourable Member proceed.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification Sir.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Yield.
MR KEORAPETSE: I once refuted a statement where
one person said that the Honourable who was standing
on point of order would be the first one to volunteer if
one would want to ride on a person’s back to the mall. I
bluntly refuted that.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS:…(Laughter…)
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Keorapetse, is that not
imputing improper motives?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: He is expert on that.
MR KEORAPETSE: Honourable Member should
know that even those younger than him deserve respect.
Mr Speaker, coming back to my debate, let me say I
have got no reason to hope that the Stimulus Package
will answer problems of poverty, unemployment, wealth
and income inequalities and crisis in education because
there are no clear targets. There are no measurable
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deliverables in what the President has promised. So
without clear targets of industrialisation, if the President
had said, ‘look I will spend two billion US Dollars
building a copper electro refinery plant in SelebiPhikwe and employ two thousand people’ I would have
something to celebrate. But when he is saying that he
is going to build classrooms, it is the responsibility
of the Government to build classrooms and there are
shortages of classrooms in Makhubu Community Junior
Secondary School (CJSS) and Segomotso Primary
School in Selebi-Phikwe so if he is building those
classrooms, is it something that needs to be celebrated?
We are saying that we are looking for jobs, show us how
the Stimulus Package will create long term sustainable
jobs, that is what we want.

wishing to interrupt is called by the Speaker, or; to
elucidate by way of providing correction or elucidation,
some matter raised by the Member speaking in the
course of his or her speech, if the Member speaking is
willing to give way and resume his or her seat and the
Member wishing to interrupt is called by the Speaker’.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Correction.

MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Procedure.

MR KEORAPETSE: What do you want to correct?
HONOURABLE MEMBER: You will hear it.
MR KEORAPETSE: No time is up. Mr Speaker, in
conclusion, we have no hope in the Stimulus…
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR GOYA): Procedure.
No, Mr Speaker, please let us allow some things in
Parliament. When someone calls for a point of correction
Mr Speaker, it means correcting what is going to be
produced in a document which is going to be read by
the nation. Are we going to allow this thing to just go on
without us correcting Mr Speaker? I am begging you to
guide us Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Goya, I understand
what you are saying. I also wish when you debate that
side, when someone calls for a point of correction or
clarification, you could yield to hear what they have to
say; but from this end I cannot force anyone to yield to
a point of clarification or elucidation because Standing
Order 53.1 (a) reads thus; please listen I do not want
anybody to ask this question again. ‘Subject to the
provisions of Standing Order 55 and Standing order 56,
a Member shall not interrupt another Member except; by
rising to a point of order or procedure, to draw attention
to a breach or misconduct by the Member speaking or
some irregularity in the proceedings of the House. When
the Member speaking shall resume his or her seat and the
Member interrupting shall direct attention to the point
which he or she wishes to bring to notice and submit it
to the Speaker for decision, or; by rising to a point of
clarification to seek greater clarity or explanation on a
matter raised by the Member speaking in the course of
his or her speech if the Member speaking is willing to
give way and resume his or her seat and the Member
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Standing Order 53.2, ‘it shall not be permissible for a
Member desirous of interrupting a Member speaking
on a point of clarification and/or elucidation and if the
Member speaking has refused to yield for the former to
do so under the pretext of a point of order or procedure’,
Please read and read and read this Standing Order 53.1,
therefore please let this man finish, I cannot force him to
accept points of correction.

MR SPEAKER: Procedure on what I have been
reading? Honourable Tsogwane…
MR TSOGWANE: Mr Speaker, we are trying to help
you …
MR SPEAKER: You are calling for procedure on what?
MR TSOGWANE: Procedure in the procedures of
this House. Procedure in the procedures, correction
being one of the procedures of this House. Mr Speaker,
allow us to assist you to help you to call to order those
Members who may come here and deliberately mislead
the nation. I do not think anyone would condone that,
including the Speaker. So let there be a way in which if
the Member cannot yield because he has said something
wrong, then he must be called to order.
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Member, as
Honourable Members you should understand that I do
not lead this House based on my feelings or ideas. I
use the Standing Order the way it is written. Therefore
that is why I was saying if you want the debates to be
interesting and good, give each other chance, oppose
each other, respect each other and give each other time
to debate. There is no way I can force someone to yield
because I would be violating the very rules you gave me
to run your august House with.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Murmurs)…
MR SPEAKER: I do not know what you are doing,
talking to me whilst leaning back on the chair.
MR KEORAPETSE: In conclusion Mr Speaker, I
employ Batswana in 2019 to vote out the Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP).
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MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): Thank you Mr Speaker. Let me
appreciate having this opportunity to comment on the
President’s State of the Nation Address. Let me first
of all congratulate the President for the honour he was
given. When he was given this honour, he received it on
behalf of all of us as Batswana…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Including members of
the opposition.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Yes, Honourable Member, I
was coming to that point that when we talk about good
leadership, his leadership cannot be good and only be
seen by other people and other countries when he is
leading us; when it comes to politics, referring to us only
who belong to his party. If people from other parties did
not wish to be part of…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, I have just started
debating Mr Speaker.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: No, I just want to…
MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, you cannot force me to
yield. If other people from other political parties did
not wish for peace to prevail in this country, it would
be hard for democracy to exist. I believe we should be
thanking one another as Batswana that we are still a
nation which loves peace. When we are given accolades
by other countries, we should also thank ourselves that
we are recognised by other countries as a peace loving
nation. We are not seeing ourselves as a divided nation
or a nation which does not love peace. If the parties in
this country did not love peace, then there would be
lot turmoil and a lot of corpses on the streets after the
election results have been released. Fires would burn in
our country, but we are still able to accept defeat after
having lost.
As the Botswana Democratic Party (Domkrag) when we
lose the constituencies we wanted, the ones where our
candidates dominated, we just accept the defeat when
the opposition wins. Where the opposition had expected
victory but end up losing those constituencies, they
accept the defeat peacefully. This is something which
makes us stand out from other nations as Batswana, and
at the end our President would be given an honour to
say Batswana are people who are renowned for peace
and democracy. Now if that is the case I think all of us
should give ourselves a pat on the back because peace
like that is not acquired by members of the BDP alone.
I do not want anyone to ever think like that because the
opposition parties also contribute as this country is for
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all of us. I also believe that even when it happens that the
opposition rule the country then they will still embrace
the former ruling party supporters. It can only be like
that if Batswana can learn to accept that somebody
else’s victory should be accepted. We should be like that
as politicians and we do not like it as the BDP to witness
someone injured as a result of political differences. That
is not how we are as Batswana and I can assure you that
our Party Chairperson was not amused by that incident.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, you cannot force him
to do what you are saying. He will make his own
appropriate decision.
The second issue that I would like to touch on is the
one regarding the tragedy that befell us last week Friday
where we lost children due to a road accident. When
the accident occurred, being the parents that we are
Honourable Khan, Honourable Mmatli, Honourable
Makgato as well as the Vice President all went there.
They went there not as politicians but rather as the
parents of those children and the leaders of this nation.
Honourable Ngaka was also present to meet with the
parents to stand with them during their time of need.
They were not there as politicians as I said, journalists
who were there took pictures of whomever they
preferred to take pictures of. What is the problem with
that because the Vice President is a prominent political
leader? Honourable Dow leads the Ministry of education
and therefore she had to be present to answer to some
issues raised because the affected people were students.
It was only appropriate for her to feature. Honourable
Members the children are still at the mortuary please
let us respect that and not forget our culture. Let us not
cause more hurt. We should not bring negative energy
towards ourselves and not appear like we enjoy what
happened. I beg you! Some of us who have borne
children find it quite disturbing to see people behaving
as if this is an issue to exploit.
MR SALAKAE: On a point of clarification Mr Speaker.
Thank you Mr Speaker. I have been listening intently to
the Honourable Minister and I agree with her words. I
just wanted her to explain to the House why she feels
like there are some people who are enjoying the fact that
this accident happened.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Honourable Salakae one
cannot help but notice this. The Honourable Minister
explained that the Government took a decision that
no students should ever be transported by cattle trucks
and we are going to investigate why that happened and
appropriate action will be taken. We only ask that you
give us the opportunity to do that. Investigations have to
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be made and that takes time. We therefore have to await
the verdict of the investigations and if it does not come
then we can ask where it is. I will end here regarding
this issue. Honourable Members we are not going to
take something this serious lightly.
HONOURABLE
clarification.

MEMBER:

On

a

point

of

MS VENSON-MOITOI: I will not yield for any point
of clarification because you want us to debate about this
issue and end up drawing me into a messy situation. The
other issue that I want to get into is about the Economic
Stimulus Programme. As a party that has been voted in
by Batswana to represent them, it is one way of ensuring
that things stay afloat. If one is cooking they have to
ensure that the fire keeps burning so as to ensure that
they get well cooked food. Things were a bit slow
because the economy was not doing well and since the
economy is improving we want to resuscitate some of
the projects that we had set aside. We have chosen some
projects and this is not anything new and we chose the
ones that would also enable people to earn a livelihood.
We especially chose the ones that would assist in
creating employment; we also looked into agriculture,
construction of buildings and roads. Normally when the
economy is ailing, construction is one of the ways that
are taken to stimulate it.
MR KGOROBA: On a point of clarification Mr
Speaker. Thank you Honourable Member. I wanted to
state that I first heard about this program during the
BDP congress. I therefore wanted to ask if you found it
appropriate to make such a decision without consulting
us whilst we are all leaders.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Honourable Member the
BDP is a party that takes advice. Sometimes we go
around asking our members if we are on the right track.
Of course, it is not a secret. You also do not just come
here without getting mandate from your members, you
get the mandate from your members, it is not a secret....
(interruptions)...
MR SPEAKER: Order! Order! Honourable Kgathi and
Honourable Salakae, may you please sit properly.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: We looked around to find
something that can shake the economy and we found
the answer in construction. That is why we are saying let
us build roads and houses for public workers, something
that we really needed over the years. Public workers have
a shortage of accommodation, clinics have a shortage of
nurses due to lack of accommodation, teachers too lack
accommodation, let us do these quickly. It is not only to
stimulate economy we will also be addressing the public
workers’ lack through construction.
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Let us also consider agriculture. It will not only be to
stimulate agriculture but to ensure that there is sufficient
food in homes and to also improve the economy.
Someone mentioned that we have not been buying food
produced by Batswana in homes or villages. I think it
was Honourable Keorapetse who asked about machines
which are not working due to electrical cut offs
sometimes; of course you may look at it from that angle.
I can cite an example with Serowe South Constituency,
there are women who have grouped themselves and were
able to win tenders through those washing machines.
They were given those washing machines and they
have bought themselves ironing boards and irons. Of
course, we experience power and water cuts sometimes.
However, on those days that water is available, they
do laundry. There was a time when they won tenders
from the hospital, they wash and iron the sheets. They
wash the public’s laundry, teachers and nurses, and their
children are fed and there is no hunger in their homes.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Poverty!
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Poverty Eradication to them
is a reality, their lives are improving, those machines
are not just there idle; they are working. Some were
bought sewing machines. If you use these programmes
as a Member of Parliament, having a good relationship
with your constituents, proper supervision and working
with Local Enterprise Authority (LEA), you will see the
results.
Some of the things that I may be the first one to mention
that we have failed on are backyard gardens because
of the challenge of water and bills. Our challenges in
that programme were shortage of water and inability
to pay the bills. However, in some instances Poverty
Eradication Packages are working Honourable Member.
Bakeries are functional; they bake bread and sell to
schools in their villages, some sew uniforms. There is
one woman in Moiyabana who sews and sell school
uniform to a primary school in Moiyabana. These
things are plausible, these are real life stories but
they require you to be near them to appreciate their
challenges because sometimes some head teachers
may refuse to buy. Some District Commissioners may
refuse stating the terms and conditions of a tender. It
requires a Member of Parliament who is close by, who
will listen and be able to go to the offices of the District
Commissioners and pave the way for the people who
do these projects to be engaged. Otherwise the people
will bake bread and eventually become stale in their
houses because there are some public officers who are
not helpful due to maybe say laziness. However I will
leave it at that, but it requires us to be near those that we
work with.
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Recently someone mentioned that we do not have a
foreign policy; a certain journalist who I am not sure
if he is in today, if he is in or his friends are here they
should go and tell him. He was asking me if that policy
has been codified, maybe the response will also assist
you Honourable Keorapetse. There is a two way to go
about a policy; it can be codified or not …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Codified or not.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Codified or not just like the
Constitution of Britain which is not codified but known.
Again a policy may pass through Parliament or just be
an administrative policy which has been agreed upon…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: ...(Inaudible)...
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Of course, it can just be
executive, something that is agreed upon, it may just be
a procedure adopted following certain precedence. The
most important thing about a policy is that the people
that you work with must understand it. It should not be
called a policy if it is only known to you.
Now he was asking me where the policy is because Mr
Skelemani has long said that it is there. I said, no, we
have not made it public but it is there. Then he said, ‘what
guides you if it is not there?’ We are guided by many
things, I could tell that the way my child was asking, he
was surprised that we do not have anything tangible. I
tried explaining that there are conventions that we use,
we ratified some things that we use and some we have
assented to. Let me mention that from way back we
have known as Botswana that we are non-aggressive,
non-intrusive and we are going to live at peace with our
neighbours...(interruptions)...even if Kgoroba rings his
phone, our aim is to work with countries which have a
democratic of governance like us.
Their policies should not differ with ours where other
states are provoked without justification. Again we
should select relations that we see beneficial to our lives
as Batswana.
Now let me start off by appreciating Mmegi, something
that I never knew I will ever do. The editorial wrote that
they are happy about the stance we took on International
Criminal Court (ICC). We took that stance where most
African states felt like the ICC is out to prosecute
African countries only. Our position as a country is
that ICC is good and we should subscribe to it because
its mandate is to protect the welfare of the electorates
who have voted for the Government of the day to
provide health and security services. This is so that if
the Government of the day becomes a tyranny then they
will have a mediator to assist. That is basically what we
are advocating for. We believe that people ought to be
protected even from their own Governments.
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MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of clarification.
Why is it that our country never arrests those leaders
from the European countries that are sought after by
the ICC for their crimes? While on the other hand,
you are more than prepared to arrest others who are
not from Europe? This Government is proclaiming to
be a democratic country and yet you are quite about
the situation in Swaziland where political parties are
prohibited. We know very much that some politicians
who belong to People’s United Democratic Movement
(PUDEMO) were arrested but at the same time you have
shunned countries like Syria, Libya and Zimbabwe after
their 2008 elections. Now if the ICC comes after King
Mswati for exploitation of people’s rights, will you
be in a position to hand him over should he come to
Botswana?
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Let me reiterate what I said
earlier on. The ICC policy allows us to arrest that leader
only if they are a member. If you remember very well,
United States of America refused to sign the protocol
and that is how far I can go with that. If any member
happens to break the law, if they come to our country,
they are arrested. That is how it works. Once the Court
Order has been sanctioned, we will arrest them if they
happen to come to this country.
As for the other issues that you have touched on, we
sometimes declare our stand on certain situations and
where we have, we were guided by the way the situation
was. It depends on what has happened in the concerned
country and currently I am not in a position to name
them one by one because they differ. Others are just a
matter of opinion.
I would like to comment on the issue that was raised
by His Excellency when he commended Dikgosi for
their dedicated hard work in serving because they are
the foundation of democracy. We still manage to uphold
and subscribe to democracy because of our reference in
culture is in our Dikgotla. We have never departed from
that as the ruling party because we believe that Dikgosi
are the custodians of culture.
We do acknowledge that there have been some disparities
in some instances and they were not intentional. If
Honourable Tsogwane was here, I would implore him
to try by all means to improve working conditions for
Dikgosi. We do not want a situation where Dikgosi’s
working conditions are compromised while officers
enjoy the luxurious working conditions…
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of procedure. Mr
Speaker, can I take a little bit back when you were
talking about the jurisdiction of the ICC because when
you talk about non-party states, that is those who are not
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signatories to the rules that is establishing the ICC, the
court does not have jurisdiction over those Embassies.
So it is not true.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) ..
MR KEORAPETSE: No it is. If you had said so and
it is not true…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: … (Inaudible) …
MR KEORAPETSE: No, I am rising on a point of
procedure and it is for the Speaker to say it.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Keorapetse, I have given
you the floor to speak to the Chair, so stop addressing
side remarks.
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes Mr Speaker, we cannot
proceed before we correct what has been said by the
Honourable Member because the reason why the United
States (US) sought to compel countries especially those
who were dealing with them in military trade and aid,
to give an undertaking that they will not arrest their
nationals is because the court can have jurisdiction in
terms of Article 12 which provides that in addition to
jurisdiction based on security council action under
chapter 7 of the UN Charter, and jurisdiction based on
consent by the defendant state of nationality, the ICC
will have jurisdiction to prosecute the nationals of
any state when crimes within the court subject matter
jurisdiction are committed on the territory of a state
that is a party to the treaty or that consent to the ICC
jurisdiction for that case.
MR SPEAKER: What are you reading?
MR KEORAPETSE: No, what I am saying Mr Speaker
is that when the Minister says the ICC does not have a
jurisdiction to non-party states; it can deal with crimes
which can be committed even by states which are not
party to the ICC.
MR SPEAKER: Are you done Honourable Member?
MR KEORAPETSE: Yes sir.
MR SPEAKER: You are not seeking procedure; you
were correcting what Honourable Venson was saying.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: I would have responded to
him. There are cases which reach the ICC having passed
through the Security Council. As for those cases, as
Botswana, we have objected at the United Nations (UN)
on the way Security Council run things, from America
where it has the veto Power. There are those people
who block cases from proceeding to the ICC because
they have the veto power, they block them, and just like
the Seria case was blocked. We have submitted that
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objection and for this we have supported a resolution
which says that, those who have the veto power should be
limited in their use of that veto power because Security
Council seems to be interfering with other cases which
are to reach ICC. That is how far I will go, I will explain
more outside this House, you have a point there but it is
the Security Council issue. Regarding Dikgosi, I shall
request honourable Tsogwane to consider improving
conditions of service for Dikgosi. I do not think we
could have much partnership with Dikgosi because we
have other people in this House using Dikgosi to gain
political mileage as they cannot get votes any other way
except that. Do you get that? Therefore it means that
Honourable Tsogwane should review the conditions of
service for Dikgosi
HONOURABLE MEMBER: It is late.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, it is not late. I want
us to take this issue seriously. Despite the absence
of Honourable Tsogwane and Honourable Van Der
Westhuizen, we have to be serious because we cannot
continue talking about the communities while we are so
distant from Dikgosi
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MS VENSON-MOITOI: From there, Bogosi- who is
there? Is it the father?
MR MOREMI: On a point of clarification. Thank you
Mr Speaker. Thank you Honourable Venson-Moitoi. I
get what Honourable Moitoi is saying on considering
the conditions of service for Dikgosi but I would like
to know about the Temane Report of 1991, it was
agreed by the Cabinet that, houses will be built for
Dikgosi wherever they are, was that decision reversed?
These are some of the things which end up separating
the government from Bogosi and at the same time
Bogosi gives up. But I am not sure, maybe Honourable
Lotlamoreng II can attest if those houses were built?
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Thank you. That is why I
am reminding Honourable Tsogwane to look for those
reports and see what we can implement.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: With?
MS VENSON-MOITOI: In developing where Dikgosi
live, their offices and transport sir.
HONOURABLE MEMBER:
accommodation, they…

With

regards

to

MS VENSON-MOITOI: I am on my knees as I speak.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: They do not…
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MS VENSON-MOITOI: Please stop it Honourable
Member. I just wanted to highlight that. Moving on to
the ESP, I want to present it to my constituents. As we
are talking about roads; I want to thank our Namibian
counterparts for generating their electricity through the
coal that they get from us. Mr Speaker, their trucks have
damaged our roads, the Molepolole road which runs
through Mogorosi- Thabala-Moiyabana is damaged. I
do not know where Honourable Mabeo is, I wanted to
tell him this issue, we are happy that Namibia is buying
our coal but the change should be used to maintain the
roads because we are doing a better job, so that when the
ESP comes we are ready as there is a Setswana saying
that, ‘khudu e nyela morwadi’

area. We had long launched the agricultural service
centre, together with Honourable De Graff but there is
no development since our visit there. I want the ESP to
construct this service centre.

HONOURABLE MEMBER: Which road?

MS VENSON-MOITOI: Honourable Autlwetse I
will tell the people of Botalaote that the service centre
cannot be constructed because Honourable Autlwetse is
refusing to construct it. Where is he?

MS VENSON-MOITOI: The Serowe- Shoshong
road. After that we should empower the youth on selfreliance, but how do the taxis survive in that road? When
Honourable Tsogwane shares the budgets, he forgets that
Serowe is a big village, Serowe south has 36000 people,
his constituency has 26000 people. I want to request for
funds to construct internal roads so that when the ESP
comes, the roads are there. I just hope you are listening
because maybe the one who is disturbing you has better
internal roads in Bobonong.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Because he has internal
roads
MS VENSON-MOITOI: Because he has internal
roads, a village like Bobonong will have internal roads
and we do not know the traffic in that area, and whether
it really needs internal roads.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: they leave out Serowe
MS VENSON-MOITOI: They leave out Serowe
village. Ministry of Agriculture has long promised a
service centre at Mogatsapoo, where is Honourable
Autlwetse.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Are you on the
constituency now?
MS VENSON-MOITOI: I am on the constituency
now. We cannot improve agriculture like we had
said and then you leave out Radisele, Tewane Bikwe
and Palapye and go to Mosolotshane to Honourable
Makgalemele’s constituency, that whole block is an
agricultural production area.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: they do not do farming
MS VENSON-MOITOI: the do plough Honourable
Member, I do not know if the reason you are saying that,
is because at your constituency, it is sandy and therefore
you do not plough. That is an agricultural production

HONOURABLE MEMBER: you
Honourable Keorapetse the ammunition

are

giving

MS VENSON-MOITOI: No, I am assisting Honourable
Keorapetse now. I have realised that maybe it will be
better if I can be the one who get furious at you. I do
not know where Honourable Autlwetse is. I wanted to…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…

HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter)…
MS VENSON-MOITOI: I will be showing him the
city. There is no how we can implement the Agricultural
Stimulus Package if we do not supervise. Our problem
will be the way we do our projects when we start getting
tenders. I am worried right now that the official box has
got only three people.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MS VENSON-MOITOI: They are not here and they
are not listening. I do not know who is going to do
the job if they are not here. So, that is the problem Mr
Speaker that, the office of the Clerk should assist us so
that the people who are supposed to be there should
attend. There is no use of talking here whereas the
people who are supposed to do the work are not here.
With those words I thank you.
ASSISTANT MINISTER OF EDUCATION AND
SKILLS DEVELOPMENT (MR MOLAO): Thank
you Mr Speaker for the opportunity to say a word or
two. Mr Speaker, I wish to start by congratulating the
new Member of Parliament, Kgosi Lotlamoreng II and
congratulate Honourable Molale and it will also be
reminisce of me if I cannot congratulate His Excellency
for the award. It is recognition, not only for himself
alone but for Botswana and Batswana as a country and
for that we are grateful.
Mr Speaker, I wish to preface my contribution to the
State of the Nation Address first by observing a rather
sad tendency that is setting in our country; a tendency
in recent times that we are witnessing a rise in people
or politicians who claim self-righteousness, people who
display holier-than-thou attitudes, people who display
a feeling. A feeling usually smug moral superiority
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derived from their belief that their action or affiliations
are of greater virtue than others.
Mr Speaker, you know even in the Bible in the New
Testament God detests that behaviour. Jesus and Apostle
Paul came down particularly hard on those who are
tempted to live in self-righteousness. Mr Speaker, Jesus’
condemnation of the self-righteousness was especially
harsh in this treatment of Jewish leadership of the time.
Six times in Mathew 23 Jesus condemned the scribes
and Pharisees for rigidly adhering to their legalistic
traditions in order to make themselves look better than
others.
This tendency Mr Speaker sucks. This tendency is
rather skankish. It needs to be condemned. We are not
like that as Batswana. Our character was never like
that. And when we have a bereavement Mr Speaker,
as Batswana we come together to mourn. We do not
go about ululating, dancing, and seemingly showing
no regard for the bereaved. We see in recent times Mr
Speaker, when there is bereavement those who claim
self-righteousness, going about ululating, pointing
fingers, threatening, and this tendency is bad. As the
leadership, we need to condemn these bad tendencies.
Our character is being bastardised as a people.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Elucidation.
MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO): Thank
you very Honourable Speaker. I wanted to assist her in
Setswana by saying ‘kgomo ya mogoga ga nke e nna
le magopelo.’ Also by saying we do not talk bad about
those who have passed on.
MR MOLAO: Exactly Honourable Member. We have
seen in recent times, the past two, three years or so,
people singing, dancing, rejoicing and seeking to milk
as much as possible from the bereaved. Just a few days
ago, we had the misfortune of school children perishing
in an accident. And the bodies of the school children
are still lying at mortuaries, they are yet to be buried
and people are all over the place crying crocodile tears,
threatening, going to freedom squares, threatening
everybody and ‘we will soon wear our gowns’ and do
this and that. This is shameful; coming to Parliament to
try and dance upon the misfortune of others for political
expediency. We were never like that as Batswana. Our
character is being bastardised as Batswana and we need
to say enough is enough.
This is bad and people must correct their behaviour. The
nation is in mourning and we should all be mourning
instead of going about to try and show that we are better
than others. This is what in the Bible detests.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
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MR SPEAKER: It is noisy.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, I sort to make that
observation. I am appalled by this kind of behaviour by
the politicians…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Molao. Order!
Sit down. Honourable Members, I am not able to
get what Honourable Molao is saying. It is just too
noisy in this House. Others are in “conferences.” The
other one is talking even when I am standing. Please
behave yourselves. The standing order says when the
Honourable Member is speaking, others should pay
attention.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, I thank you. I was just
saying I sought to make that observation before I go
into the State of the Nation Address. I am not shocked
that people are shaking in their seats; people are rattled
by what I have just said. It was bound to happen and it
was…
MR MOREMI: On a point of order. Mr Speaker, this
is an issue of imputing improper motives, I heard two
speakers today talking about dancing on the graves, and
it emanates from an agreement by yourselves following
the Leader of the Opposition’s speech. So is there no
where imputing improper motives covers us in such?
MR SPEAKER: No, Honourable, I am listening very
attentively and call any Member to order who imputes
improper motives that is why I am saying you are
making noise I cannot hear the Member on the floor.
If you can keep quiet I will be able to hear anyone who
imputes improper motive.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, thank you for the protection.
Mr Speaker, a few days ago His Excellency the President
laid before us the State of the Nation Address to update
the nation on our performance for the past year, where
we come from, where we are and where we want to be.
It was an elaborate, well-crafted eloquent presentation.
Therein Mr Speaker, His Excellency…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …(Inaudible)…
MR MOLAO: …(Laughter)... I am not a failed
politician, so I will not be bothered by that. Mr Speaker,
the speech was very succinct in what we have achieved
as a country and where we want to be. I am not shocked
that our opponents have been rattled and rightly so.
Mr Speaker, there was an attempt to reply and an attempt
to squash the State of the Nation Address by Members
from the other half of the House or quarter. From the
response, especially from the Leader of the Opposition,
other than the poetic presentation- which we must
acknowledge, he is a poet. It is a gift that he has that we
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acknowledge. But in terms of delivery, in terms of the
alternative, I found his speech wanting. Other than the
flowery delivery of the speech, nothing bearing, nothing
substantive, nothing concrete.
Mr Speaker, we have said through His Excellency’s
speech that we are coming with a programme;
Economic Stimulus Package, a programme to stimulate
the economy, a programme we want to use to create
employment and accelerate the delivery of projects.
Members from the other side are clearly uncomfortable
with the ESP, clearly rattled because yes, they do not
know what it entails and they are yearning to know.
They are yearning to know and to line themselves where
they can benefit.
Mr Speaker, they are like Nicodemus, pulling us by
our jackets to ask where can I place myself? What is
in the ESP so that I can place myself? This is what we
go through every day from the other side of the House
because they are yearning to position themselves. Yet
they come here and pretend that the ESP is a failed
project even before it starts.
MAJ. GEN MOKGWARE: On a point of order. Thank
you Mr Speaker. Rather than the Honourable Member
painting all of us in red saying we are pulling them by
their jackets, he must just come out and say who did that
because I have never done that to him. Can he exclude
me from all that, if there are some who do that, he should
say their names and not say we are pulling him by their
jackets, please.
MR SPEAKER: You are making noise; I did not hear
what he said. Stop making noise so that I can hear him.
Honourable Molao, what are you saying?
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, I said some and some
obviously does not mean everybody. It excludes others.
So maybe the Member who is uncomfortable may be
excluded.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Murmurs)…
MR MOLAO: Oh! He is included, okay I did not
know? I said some…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Molao, do not
allow them to derail you. If you had said some words
which others did not like it is best to withdraw and
proceed with your debate, there should be no conflict.
Lay out your issue Honourable Member, if Members of
Parliament did not like it, withdraw then proceed. You
are not losing anything.
MR MOLAO): Mr Speaker sincerely so, I have said
‘some’ and I would insist on being allowed to say ‘some’
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and not mention names. It was never my intention to
name and shame.
MAJ. GEN. MOKGWARE: On a point of order. I am
saying this word ‘some’ causes concern, it might refer
to many people. I want to be specific and say he should
exclude me if some people once said that. I want him
to be very, very clear; he should not count me within
those ‘some.’
MR SPEAKER: Order! Honourable Mokgware. When
the Honourable Member says some of the people he
associates with sometimes ask what is included in this
package, I do not think it is something which should
enrage people that much. What I can advise him is that,
when he realises that you do not like the words he is
using when he talks to you, he should watch his tongue
and desist from using such words. I do not think I can
pin him down and say he should not use the word some,
because he is referring to the people he met. That is why
I have just allowed him to flow with his debate.
MR MOLAO: Thank you again Mr Speaker…
MINISTER OF DEFENCE, JUSTICE AND
SECURITY (MR KGATHI): On a point of elucidation.
Mr Speaker, if you could allow me, I could mention a
name of someone who pulled me by my jacket asking
me, so I do not know if you will allow me to mention
that person’s name right now?
MR SPEAKER: Order! No, please do not distabilise
this House; there was peace and stability. I have been
listening to you Honourable Molao, now you want to
mess up things. Please continue with your debate.
HONOURABLE MEMBERS: …(Laughter!)…
MR MOLAO: Thank you again Mr Speaker. The ESP
Programme has been rubbished as a programme…
MINISTER OF HEALTH (MS MAKGATO): On a
point of elucidation. Thank you very much Honourable
colleague thank you very much Honourable Speaker.
The whole of this week ever since the State of the Nation
Address started, the other House has been saying how
the members of the BDP (Domkrag) have cut deals for
themselves, that they are awarding themselves tenders;
they were saying that, making fun out of it. I do not
know what is wrong today, they do not want us to talk
or mention that they came to us asking us to give them
a share.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker. The ESP Programme has
been rubbished here in this House as a grand design
for looting by the Botswana Democratic Party (BDP)
Government. Far from it. We have said the ESP is a
programme that we need, to accelerate projects that we
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have not been able to implement in the past years due to
the economic down turn. Yet we are being accused of a
grand design for looting.
We have said the Government system in place run by
the very able public servants, they are the ones who will
be running and implementing this programme, ensuring
that we deliver to Batswana to their expectations. This
grand design for looting, is by who, the BDP or the public
servants that are the implementers of this programmes?
That question does not have an answer but by inference
it could be referring to them because they are the ones
who would be running the tenders, supervising and
implementing. As a BDP Government, we have never
insinuated anywhere ever that our public service is a
corrupt public service; the insinuations come from the
other side.
We are saying as an example, through the ESP, we want
to decongest the A1 by building road by-passes. Talk
to the issue of the Francistown by-pass the road which
will likely go through my constituency. Go out there,
go to Shashe West; go to Shashe-mooke, Borolong,
Chadibe, Mathangwane, Makobo, Natale and tell them,
no, this thing that the Government wants to build; the
Francistown by-pass which will pass through your
villages is nothing else but a hoax, a strategy to loot, you
do not need this road. Go out there and tell them. Nurses
out there they need nurses ‘quarters, we need to extend
clinics, equip clinics such that they can have some
equipment like Ex-ray so that they do not go and queue
be it at Nyangabwe, Scottish Livingstone or Marina so
that they can services closer to their homes.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: On a point of elucidation.
MR MOLAO: Go out there and tell them this is
nonsense, the BDP just wants to loot this economy, they
do not need to use the reserves, they do not need to have
the Stimulus Package to accelerate implementation of
extending clinics that we have long promised that we
will extend from Health Posts to fully fledged clinics,
go out there and tell there. Go to Mathangwane and tell
them.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: On a point of elucidation.
HONOURABLE
embarrassed.

MEMBER:

They

are

even

MINISTER OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT (MR TSOGWANE):
Thank you Honourable colleague. You are debating
very well because what you are saying is in line with
what the Honourable Member for Selebi Phikwe, I do
not know which Selebi Phikwe side it is, was saying
that building houses for teachers is nothing. I tried to
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request for a point of correction and he refused to yield.
That is why you are also saying he should go and tell the
people out there; tell the public servants who have no
accommodation that when we talk about the Stimulus
Package saying houses are going to be built it is nothing.
MR MOLAO: At education we have said we have a
backlog of about 5 390 houses that we need to construct
and we are determined that in three years, we will
construct those houses so that our teachers have a better
place to stay.
Countrywide, go out to your constituencies and tell them, no,
nonsense, the BDP Government is not building these house
they just want to loot and we will deliver those houses. Go
out there, we have got a shortage of more than a thousand
classrooms in junior secondary schools that we want to

deliver so that we do not have congestions in classrooms
like we are having now. We will deliver this through the
ESP, the programme that you are demonizing; that you
do not want to hear anything about.
People out there from the other side of the House, are
praying that this program fails that is their prayer, that
this program must fail, or some. Some are praying that
this program must fail.
HONOURABLE MEMBER: Clarification.
MR MOLAO: Some are even trying by all means to
influence the public servants to sabotage the programme.
People have been rattled, I would not be shocked if
some of them practice sorcery to try and derail this
project. The way they are shaking, the way they are
rattled, they may even practice sorcery to try and derail
this programme, but we are...
MR KEORAPETSE: On a point of order. Mr Speaker,
do you find it fair that the Honourable Member can
continue to say that some Members in this House might
even go to the extent of practicing witchcraft so that the
economic stimulus programme fails? That is imputing
improper motives Mr Speaker.
MR SPEAKER: Order! I agree with Honourable
Keorapetse, one cannot say that other Members can
be witches. Please choose the right words to use
Honourable Members because I believe there are
appropriate words to use to declare that people do not
wish something to succeed. Honourable Keorapetse,
such words are the ones that I always speak against
especially from Members on the left side of the aisle.
Honourable Molao, I do not allow that word, please
withdraw it and use a more respectable word.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, I respectively withdraw
the word sorcery, but people are carrying a heavy heart,
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they want this programme to fail. To really fail, so that
they may have something to talk about…
HONOURABLE MEMBER: ...(Murmurs)…
MR MOLAO: Yes some of them, they want this
programme to fail at all costs. That is why they are
demonising it, which is why they go out there to political
rallies, and defame it and you then wonder what is wrong
with such people. A programme that is meant to help
stimulate the economy, a programme that is meant to
help deliver services to the people can be so demonised
by people who are always crying saying, there are no
jobs, there is no infrastructure, can they be the same
people. It is shameful, can people be such turncoats! Mr
Speaker, we are saying by decongesting the A1, we will
be able to reduce probably even accidents on this road,
saving lives, and people are quibbling with that, calling
us all sort of names. No, we do not need to decongest
the A1, leave it as it is; they want more lives to be lost
so that they can continue to …
HONOURABLE MEMBER :…(Inaudible)…
MR MOLAO: You said it.
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Molao I asked you to
choose your words carefully. I do not believe that there
is any Member of Parliament who can wish that people
continue to die so that he can rejoice about it. Please
choose your words, I know that you do not usually agree
on things as politicians but choose …
HONOURABLE MEMBER: …murmurs...
MR SPEAKER: Honourable Mokgware I am still on
the floor. If anyone utters those words that I have been
warning you against they will find themselves out of the
House. I am instructing you to stop using unpalatable
words. Honourable Molao please talk to others politely
, I do not allow such words in this House.
MR MOLAO: Mr Speaker, in Page 17 of the State of
the Nation…
MR SPEAKER: Order! Hold it right there on Page 17,
you will continue tomorrow.
MOTION
ADJOURNMENT
MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND
INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
(MS
VENSON-MOITOI): Mr Speaker I move that this
House do now adjourn.
Question put and agreed to.
The Assembly accordingly adjourned at 6:00 p.m. until
Thursday 19th November 2015 at 2:00 p.m.
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